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COUNTRT	 1 USSR

gougCT	 : Critique of a Soviet Rear Services Exercise

DATE OF INFO: July 1961

APPRAISAL ,OF.
CONTENT	 .Documentary

SOURCE	 A reliable source (B).

_
Following is a verbatim translation of a Soviet TOP

SECRET document entitled "Critique of the Front Two-Stage
Operational-Rear Area Exercise Conducted in July 1961".
This Critique was reported by the Comander-in-Chief of
Ground Troops, Marshal of the Soviet Union Cingthov, and
the ,Ch1.0,:of....the Rain Staff of the Ground Troops,' General
of the

Retadquarters . Coment : The legibility of the sketches was
such that only Mos. 1, 4, and 12 could be reconstructed.
The, other* have 'been reproduced as received. A ,:key to
the legible abbreviations on all of the sketches is given
on page 102 ff..
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Report of the Director of the Exercise -
Connander-in-Chief of Ground TroLopo
Marshal of the 8°V/et Union V.I..,i,Chuykov

Sketch 1	 The Operational situation at 0700
hours on 18 July *ad the tasks of

Sketch 2	 The .10	 ..o	 ..,..r,ear services
at 0700 . hours On 18 401y.

Sketch 3	 The dedisiOns _of hatii:.sides in
accordance with the s.situation at
0700 liOaro on 18 July.

COMM'S

Report of the Chief of 'the Directing Staff
General of the May M.N. Popov

Sketch 4	 The organization of the rear services
of the 2nd Front in the offensive
operation.

Sketch 5	 The course of conbat operations,
20 to 22 July. -;

Sketch 6

Sketch 7

The supply to troops of the front of
missiles and missile fuel.

The radiation situation in the zone of
the 2nd Front three hours after the
first nuclear strike by the "Vest"
(0200 - 0240 on 20 July)
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Sketch 8	 The decision of the commander of the
2nd Front in accordance with the
situation at 2200 hours on 22 July.

Sketch 9	 Diagram of the basic coMmunications
of the 2nd Front on :20 July.

Sketch 10	 The organization of the ,rear services
. and naterieLl support.of,4he .aviation
and missile . 	 io4r
Azay In the ,offeMS1Vir,•.,0'.

. Sketch 11	 The organization of the .antiaircraft
,

defense of troops, and of the installations
of the rear serviCes.:4if',:the'2ad.Troat
in the .offenikly.:•OperatIon.

Sketch 12 The organization: for	 trot . .of the
the



'Comrade generals anCOffice

. DEPORT

of the Chief of the Directing Staff

General of the:Army

MJCTOBOT.Y

The:purpose of the exercise 	 to stUdy further
the questions; of the organization of l,th.reaa finnan
of troops of a front, especially nisei	 Rs, in
the first operation of the initial perioda war.,

The following were used as trainees
operations by the Mast" side: the c 1der *ad staff
of the Carpathian Military District, 	 re
and staffs of the 13th and 38th Combined Are, and of the
8th Tank and 57th Air Armies, the operational group
of the 8th Army of the Anti-Aircraft Defense (Pzotivo
Vozdushnaya Oborona - PVO) of the Country, the command-
ing officer and staff of the 28th dray Corps and also
operational groups of the 15th Motorized Rifle and
23rd Tank Divisions. These appeared respectively in
the roles of front, army, corps and division echelons.

The following missile troops appeared in the
exercise: the 35th and 164th Missile Brigades, the 579t1,
independent Aviation Engineer Regiment of Cruise

Missiles, 715th and 28th Antiaircraft Missile
Regiments..

I have been commissioned'to*report tcv.you on the
characteristics and course of the unilateral tvo-stage
operational-rear area exercise Which was.conducted in
accordance. with the.directi.ve ,of the Minister of Dfd4U1SO
loroDer01.011111 trlin
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The rear services of the front were, actually
represented by a. directOrnte(uPravIenlYe),,,',Ot'';.
the forward front base with depots of nisille fuel,
POL, rations, transport units (ChisitPodVosi),,
pipeline and area road4raffiC,,contrOIAirigides the
hospital base with four hospitals 'of:ViifionsvdeLigna-
tions and other rear units and establishments.

The nissile-technical units . the f ;on* were
represented by the front.iaaiie-teCbñical base and
the front technical base of the antiaircraft guided
missiles

The 'rear	 of tbe let £rsywer!jctually
deployed under the control of 	 aobJ.1earay base
with its depots, two:notor vehicle..t.ranSport;'battalions
an area road traffic Control bt4t11ioos,:a'separate

'medical detschnent aid'Othe-

In addition, an
423*.no-ParkTr/Y:.di

represented, by rearSirv,7
the 'amitorized rifle 'and

More than 50 rear, aerv ,
establishments participated

In all, about 22,000 Persons,	 7,000
motor vehicles, 18 admine and antiaircraft aissile
launchers, 4 launchers for the front's cruise 'missiles:
98 tanks, 66 aircraft and helicopters, 14 radar statior
860 radio stations and other combat and special equip-
ment were used in the exercise.

The directing staff, umpiring staff and scientific-
research groups were wade to of generals and officers

, of the Main Staff of the Central =rectorates of the
Ministry of Defense, of a amber of ailitary districts
and of the academies of Ground Troops.



The following initial situation , waiteStablitihed_
for the conduct of the exercise .(Sketch

In connection With the aggravation, of :international
re 1st ions and 'the increasing threat'of military
operations in Europe, , the "West" and "East", began
hurriedly to deploy: their, armed forcesf:operetiOnnily
and to bring. :then,: to:increased combat, readiness.•

During the : night:; Of )141.ly, the . 2nd Front.
the "East" .brO	 '-tiBOOps, .alerted4Oroiti
(po boyeVoy,trev0.	their.;permanent tisPosition
siroai :Alod044.*". •toimove them toward tho4fna national border.
Elements - theoperational rear and oftbe missi ler- •
technical unitn .7Were deployed at the' same tine. •

prepared b Y... 24 ,	 the front m*84,	 tton. ofpP:::112.7,athe and1c:.749:‘7:7 0:::11:7***4::!
pr	 'taskof 

,

main OSOvO*' .,4 • '....J	
.	 .	 -

. ,....ft', . ;	 ijig

the	
:

'‘ 'Ilti*''
destroying , 	 lei ,

,,

fourth day of thelopk,	 occupy
, 	 ., ',...!".

centers,rn	 >,:,	 __3m, Krisnystiv,
Zanostye;, Taros

.	 .	 .
Subsequently, developing a*alive in•	 .	 .

the general direction of Bandon's. and Ostiaws,, the
front was to rout the appFauTEW restrw 
enemy, to destroy his swam of nuclear ,S in-* and on
the eighth day of the operation to OCCUpy the areas:
Chenstokbov, Ostrava, Eremites.

The readiness of the troops of the front for the
offensive was deternined on 19 July i

'For the operation, the front was allotted 226
nuclear warheads and 277 missiles with chemical filler
(kkimicheskoy• snaryazhenlye).

At the beginning of combat operations, the Head-
quarters (3tavka) delivered nuclear/missile strikes
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with its means against the most important targets and
communications lines of the enemy 	 of the line
Radom,Tarnuv, Debretsen. In addition; the use Of ten
iircliii.-iineads in support of the frOht , onAts request
in the course of the operation was provided for.

For the conduct of the operation, the-front had:
two combined arms, one tan* and one,air,iiiies, an
army corps, two front and three.nrig414800:brigndeetino
tindepandent missile battalions . ,	 '
aircraft regiments of types "A" and "8" ind:teenty -four in-
dependdatantiairernittadssile battalions ofthe type•

_
In all, the front was composed of 'twenty-three

divisions, including seven tink=and-one:airborne.

The air army had anAadeRandent-AViation ungIneer
Arolginent of Ornie0,ninnileni.too.fighter4Tigtion
divisions, a.division* fighter-bombers43ida Wilber

For the use of nuclear weapons,	 front had
at its disposal 88 missile launching
opetational-tactical, :-. +1 Organicca0C1194-:
'Cprobably "frontfcruise.40011,77:frant.040*-krylataya,

, raketa':=7 and 39 missile delivery ,aircraft.-

The 1st Front Operated fromi-theright, with the.	 _
task of advancing in the direction of-iTlizistrand,
on the 7th or 8th day of the operation, Of occupying
the Lodz area with the troops of its left flank (krylo):

From the left, the 3rd Front prepared for an
offensive operation with the goal of routing the main
forces of the Southern Group of Armies of the "West"
and of occupying an operational bridgehead on the Danube
in the area of Budapest on the 8th or 9th day of fa--
operation.
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In the zone of operations of the 2nd Front the,
"West" deployed troops of the Central..0:rouVeist:traties
comprising nineteen divisions (including four :armored
and one airborne). The group had the task . of- , distroy-
ing the "East" in the direction of Kiev'oCcupying a.
bridgehead on the Dnepr and of developing an .Offensive
in the general direction of Kursk.

The operational position of the troops of the 2nd
Front at 0700 hours on 18 July was characterized as
follows.

	

._.;;The,.3rd.:4,47*T:;.034.	 414?1,14017zo
rirle divisions wit,..,concesitrate
having the ..33rd Division at ,a; distinCe.	kildaraters
from the national border, the 59th Division 'north of
Olevsk and the 31st Division , north of Ovrich.

.. The 6th Aiwty,hsid'‘two divisions.3
'from the national border
south of	 kov
limited' .	 -1	 cute -

The let ,Atssy continu
border. Three, of its .div
day's rest (drativkit).,,.:nozi
kilometers from the border • The army aisã • brigade
was located in the 	 	 Isti Were
bringing their complement
(doukomPl•ktovalliwe) (the 5th motorized Rifle Division
in the area south of Ichnli and the 11th Motorized Rifle
Division south of ehostka).

The 4th Tank Army consisting of four divisions
was located in the area south of Kiev on the vest bank
of the Dnepr.

The 21st Front Missile Brigade (R-170) was
concentrated southwest of lorosten 100 kilometers
from the border.
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The 22nd .-Front, Missile Brigade (8400) was located
at a day's rest in thelKanevArea.

The 10th Independent Missile Battalion (ER-500)
was concentrated 50 kilonetersi south of Kiev'.

The 12th Independent Missile Battalion (R-550)
arriVed. on 19 July.

The 14th Motorized Rifle Division was brought up
to -t40 T4Puurro . area east 01)1:Inv on the left bank of
theihie'

The .37th Motorized Rifle BlvisioiCOmpleted'its
cosäentration , in the woods southwest of Tagotin.

The 93rd Airborne Division was located in a
u0Soentration. area 25 kilometers east of Budsha.

Air bay
o 

:A:hinged the baies:of4ts , large,• 	 .	 %.k	 •	 ,	 •

vreSerVe4irfields aaiátainthg',them

Thul-, -PrIlurY. bssluesu As1,107101A4100s4 01 fr9ut
sudiAra* .telr service .units and establishuSits were
(Sketch 9): , Owruch, Morosten, Zhitoeir, Malin, lastov,

Iguilii0;

During this time, the rear services Of the front
and of the armies Were deployed on a base of stationary
depots, military hospitals, repair plants and workshops.

At the beginning of the operation, missile-technical
bases and depots were almost completely up to full
strength in all types of Supplies, and the remaining
rear service units and establishments at 40 to 50% of
the prescribed strength. The .rear services of the
combined arms and tank armies were at 50 to GO% of
full strength at the start of the operation.

1111.11SEET



During the course of the operation, the missing
rear service units and establishments were to join the
composition of the front and were able to go to work as
they arrived in the area of conbat operations.

At the beginning of the operation, reserves of
materiel were generally maintained in the troops
according to norms, with the exception of fuel.
Reserve stocks at the mobile , arirbises of the 1st
and 6th Armies were sufficient, to .meet the requirements

' base of the 4th
established.

of the troops for 24 hours while,at.:
Tank Amy, reserve stocks-wer>,

At the stationary..
were given to the 2nd 1P
sufficient to wet the requ
available for 12 to 15 days
to 50% of the reserve
bank of the Dnepr.

At the froat
148 missiles of the "s
sways) class.

By that time the iron
guided missiles.

At the front there were,
overall capacity of 3,000.
occupied by patients with

eriee61..,naterieVUere:
ireken**Uithe troops'

44g,this , time, up
were located on the east

vitals with an
ix- were fully *

leigtbs of treatment.

Thus, the initial situation and, in particular,
the situation of rear services support of the troops
of the front, especially the missile troops, required
that a whole series of 31011111111111 be taken in the
deployment and corresponding organisation of rear
services in the interests of fulfilling the assigned
task.

ler S EC
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.., • Thirteen nuclear	 *Os and 50 ehesalca/ edsitilen
remained in thf rout s1reserves

The, front : had an o
echelon .,11*re.',diyi010:1
airbOrne,..restapike,,
divisions were deployed
araties.' .

ratiOna .straactuie of one
tank and one;•

ront!ir reServes. Ten
in the first echelon of the

The ;commander of troops of the 2nd Front of
the "Mist", Colonel-General of Tank Troops A.L. Getman,
decided to launch the first mass strike with sixty-three
nuclear warheads and twenty-four chemical missiles with
the aim of destroying the primary groupings of nuclear/
taissile weapons and troops of the nest".

Following the first unclear stAke, , the front,
having concentrated its primary effortai:in 'the direction
of Shepetovka, 8andomir, Ostrava, vent over to a
determined offeraTe-TIVII-111—es at a distance of 30 to

140 .kilómet.rs•fi'ãthe• 'illittoSsa 	is'
The fionf' :alloCated	 nuclear warheads and

chemical missiles to fulfil the immediate task.

Forty-nine nuclear warheads and 79 chemical missiles
were allocated to fulfil the .subsequent task.

The !depth of the operation was 650 kilometers,
the width of the offensive zone was 350 kilometers
and the planned average rate of advance was 80
kilometers a day.

The troops of the front were assigned the
following tasks:

The 3rd Army Corps - to launch a strike ip the
direction of Barny, , tovel, Vlodavs. to destroy the
opposing enemy and by the end ortie second day to
occupy the Bol, Obzyr, Povorsk, Ranevichl area.
Subsequently, developiniTU—tiffenverry the end of
the fourth day to seize a bridgehead on the



Western lin in the area of Vlodava. The corps wag
allottednuclear warhead's.

The let Army - to go over to the offensive, in the
direction of Zdolbunov and : Torchin,i and by the end of
the second day of the operation to occupy the Bakitse,
Torchin, Berestechko area. Subsequently,. developing
the offensive in the direction;44,,,;Grubeihuv..,,eUd;-::,
Erasnystav to rout the aPprosichific reserveir.fii,the
enemy, to force the WestersiBUZ quickly (a jFhodu)
and on 	 day. of. the operation to reach the
3avin,. trasinyitie- •: 7.

The army was ,allotted 31 nuclear-varbitac4t4
33 chelical:,lifisilesi;

The 4th Tank Army, - to go' over to the „offensive
in the direction al Gritsey, Chervo	 	 " 1
axis in coordination with	 •-1st9,end:. 5th mIii. . o
rant the oPpOSiat'	 44COid-day_ of th. operationn'to occupy the Ivan„
Yólikiye	 e.

deVeloping' . the pile*. ye-. ,ZasostyesAnno 1 in cOordiiiikoo ,	 ,Airborne
Division 9 orce the Vialm;; t1T 	 :quicklyand on the
fourth day of the operralirm to occupy. the area vest of
Bandoair.	 • •	 '

Subsequently, in developing the success achieved,
to reach the Ostrava area on the seventh day of the
operation.

Thirty-two nuclear warheads and 42 chemical mdssiles
were allocated for the operation. •

The 6th Army - to go over to the offensive in the
direction of Ihmelnitskty and Ternopol to rout. the
opposing enemy grouping of nuclear/Missile weapons and
troops, by the end of the second day of the operation to
occupy the Podkamen Zolochev, Borezhany area and on the
fourth tiny 53-111,74orotion to reach the Lyubachuv,
Vera:slay, Zhyrov area.

-n-
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Twenty-nine nuclear warheads and 37 chemical missiles
were allocated for the operation. •	 •,

The 78th Air Army:- toietherIlith.the
troops of the front, to launch.ammes nuclear Strike
against the "West! using,*Tee,:ntomAc bombs ang.eight
cruise missiles. During subseqUent, operations to
continue the deitindtiOuti* . j*clettlniegii10:17000nsp
reserves and aircraft of tbó..enemy, . to support the
offensive of the. armies an4.	

-.:services of,;

	 to cover the primary
grouping of the troops an o

4X;c7,11:41;7e

In order to :,.	 11,,. .troops,:0;	 404si:
a front ainalle-;	consisting.I,of'..„: -
theblise.:1114 fiViiilibi	 ,. 1 ' 	 ir bales
(renontno-tekhnicheilk4a • bass) $ :ad an independent
"tisane transport battalion.' Of. thole, two mobile-
tebhnical repair bases were dreignated to *seeable
the 1-550 and 10I-500 missiles- to be supplied to the
front's independent.,nissile ;battalions and three mobile-
technical repair bases to assemble 1-30, 1-170 and
.A-300 missiles, and each was deployed in the sone of the
army which it supported. The missile transport battalion
'received missiles at the unloading stations of the front
and transported then to the uobile-technical repair bases.
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..11,X0,17C,	 ,

ibanded •

• To support the antiaircraft missile units, a
front technical base for antiaircraft guided missiles
(zenitnaya upravlyayenaya raketa BUR) was set up
consisting of :the.:11Q'si four technical battalions and
one independent transport battalion.

One army missile transport battalion was set up
for each army.

OubseqUently, when at the ,-bieg
it was discovered that
technical base and of the front
was a'superfluOts supersti*Ctlike,.
on the instructions of	 of thO exercise,
'Marshal of the Boviet..,IInion.:,Cmsrade•.TaillirIvailovich...
Chuykov and command of thelaisillerteChniCaUtinits...wail
carried out .. .directly by the Chief, Of ...140ile-artiller*.:

eat of	 ' front	 ApPrOPt:
:crated (m*	 .)::.	 :

Before the . operation started, during '18 and.19
July, the missileTtechnical; •.gnits`:of . the. soon, .-larepared
87 -missiles rith'USclear Warhead: and 44 with chenical
filler, lending the majority of these to the troOps

iThe front's technical WM base lisseabled, prepared -	 I
and, by t.he end of 19 July, sent 444 missiles to anti-
aircraft missile units. 	 1

1
Depots of missile fuel were located in two areas -

in the woods south of Zhitomir and in the woods north-
east of Radomyshi.

Iu order to provide the troops with materiel,
it was arranged for a section of the forward .base of
the front to be deployed south of ftrich OW kilometers
from the border) and be funcVining—grore the second
day of the operation. Ito bass itself was to be
deployed on the second day in the 8hepetovka area.

-15-
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The-.work of the rear_ suPPIY- b0140 . 43r. the front in
the area 30 kilometers ealt.of,lezhin," and of its
section 20 kiloneters east of tigutiii, was planned
to begin OA 22 July.	 -	 -

After accomplishment of the immediate task by
the troops of the front,.it:loas arrangedhat the
forward bases of the	 should:bebruEbt.	 ht Closer
to the troops, with the deployzent ofetioriiection' in•

tke.:Eovel area and of the second in the woods northwest,

, , elSone: OU;the,,' r94
routes ,Iwere selected northern
together with two..literal*Otit

railrOads was
Vhenstokhov, ;

ihe„ang,
reconstruction

. of the railroad bridgéi.
.TO:Wnvide ' llgniAO.,E.	 tit.7*14:.

	

.01.4 floating bridge south..	 444f#0..on the third day of the.,::4iperat,	 ..	 .	 .
It was also decided to have Ihree.haSid motor

vehicleqroads for the front and to prepare two lateral
routes.

In order to ensure the most effeCtive use.Of all
the roads in the sane of the frOnt,'. n .road sone and
a road traffic control area were orgatimOd within the
system" of military coemunioations by the 	 of.	 .the operation.

,‘

During the course of the operation, the organization
of three road :ones (doroshnaya sonn) was planned,
together with the designation of several road traffic
control areas within these - s

-10-
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.and southern;
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Three road traffic control brigades were, used in
the preparation and during the course of the operation
to service roads for motor .vehicles and to establish
road traffic control areas in the road zone of the
front.

It was planned to use the 40th Bridge-Building
Brigade, which', arrived . an AM July, primarily to
support the crossings of the western Bug, San and
Dnepr. .Before the arrival of the brigade, two
motorised rifle and one rold 1/61nrhattalions were
chaired with POI*Ortie2' crssiigs of the Dnepr , osier

' D13.0101., river transport reseittoes
In all; it was intended to-organise ten ferry

,crossings across the Dnepr.

By the beginning - of eoPértion,,	 ing
of a field'sain	 -comPletod fton,tbe, area
of Zhidinichl along the line' Malin, IlkiiiigradATolyikskiy
=ten 11-37--g during the course' orTW operation to
Badekhov - an overall length of 600 kitleiMiters. It
was pMned to lay a second pipeline irtsr' 'Ling on 21 July
from an area 20 kilometers east of 3hepetawhe in the
direction of 1Cremenets, B,rody and AiiirAliMilaya -
also an overall.-MEM orlIN 1db:enters.

The daily total capacity of both pipelines was
to consist of 41011111 3,000 tons of gasoline and diesel
fuel. Two pipeline brigades were charged with laying
the pipelines.

After the report to the director of the exercise,
substantial corrections were made in the overall organisa-
tion of the rear services.

It was decided to refrain from setting up the
front base on the left bank of the Due and to expedite
the concentration of basic reserve $ oc on the right

17-
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bank, in order to. decrease the dependence of the troops
on the Dnepr crossings. It wasoalso..decided to have
primary reserve stocks in the zones of the 4th Tank and
let Armlets.	 .

Measures were taken for the bringing up :, of reserve
stocks from stationary depots on the left bank of the
Dnepr to the troops of the 4th Tank A mai and depots
iriir-ae front's forward base:

To provide, against the destruction,...*_the..:rosmings
over the Dnepr, ;; ..teeierve of forces and equipment was

to-set up At	 r,ary....t.raisloadiag;:--a*,,aSiatiuth of
Kiev and ":nortko ,j.;,̀Cherkassy. ,	 •	 •

,

, In additIon,the organization of rear services
support	 -the r Ogrouping Of troops .and-thedeplcrilment
Of beeP1411	 :led sections of these-ale `	two
primary. . ,	operations.	 .	 ,	 .

. planned.

 is
evacuated4.,
overall Ca

Svaouatioli:Of the youndet, to frOnt,shospi;tie
provided for mainly by the Bator	 '	 ,
transport of the front. The vehicular.:asdiOuitraport
of the front availabne for evacuation prov ided
for 2,000 persons in one trip and the medical aviation
regiment - for 250 persons.

Since the rear services were actually deployed only
in the let Army, permit I. to dwell in somewhat more
detail on its organization.

By the beginning of the operation, the mobile am*
base was to be set up northeast of Menrograd-Volyaskiy.,
70 to 80 kilometers from the national border.

tzthe Shipment of wounde
ass he Dnepr, two -hospitals
ity of 1	

, .4,9 •

de . were -a *ea

„
an
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An area 55 kilometers west of Zhitomir was assigned
to the ai-my missile transport battalionrTdr deployment.

AU. five independent medical detachments wercuattached
to divisions, of which three did not deploy at the
initial position.-

The motor medical (avtosanitarnyy) company was
to ensure the evacuation of wounded from the regiments.

The motor transport battalions were designated to
ensure the transport of materiel. to large units and
units of the armies from the army depots.

Two road traffic control battalions were to prepare
and Service the two basic motor vehicle roads and also
to Prepare two reserve and two control roads.

Control of..	 .
was :accomplish
.PRukt uPrSvis:'

the *Oa,	 .

services units and establishments
ram the rear control post (tylovoy
ITO) of the army, which was set

0 kilometers north of ltovograd-Volynskiy.

Preparation of the rear serviCesof.the army for
the rear support of troops in the operation entailed
the necessity for the transfer of rear'service units
to a new area. This transfer was accomplished during
the tight of oo July over a d:Istance of some 150
kilometers In accordance With -the directive of the
front for rea**01ides Which was . wecelYed at the TPU
of the army after a lien long delay - 20 hours after
receipt by the -army of the operational directive.

It 	 Planned to transfer some 24 various units
and establishments in the complement of the mobile
base in 425 motor vehicles. All of these were
consolidated in . two ooluams, 12 to 15 kilometers in
length. Bone lirbours were -needed for the transfer of
the base to the area designated.



Ten hours 'were spent in transferring the TPU to
the new area. During this time, control over the army
rear services was Completely lost because of the lack
of communications with rear service units.

The organization of rear services in the 4th Tank
and 6th Armies in the initial situation did not differ
fundamentally, from the organization of rear services
in the let Army.	 •

; At: . 1845 :::hOurs .:on 19 July the'conntitder . O.1: ' :.theri'irent .
received a ReaikOarterti directive which,„required-hisi.4o
bring the troops of tbi: front to full combat readiness
to gO,over:,t4to :.' the offensiv, by 2400 hours,and4o.

nuclear charges *t 30 1nute

-
eY

enmity' for
front 011'!",.,

ucqe
readiness.

• cations O
leiu• strike,.pu
rt. and...forced his nh

Lvely to 15-minute and

Combat operations by both sides began , sit 02p0 balm
on 20 July with nuclear/missile strikes (6keteb4.5).

The "lest" used 43 nuclear warheads in the firtiot
mass strike which was delivered by aircraft and by cruise
and ballistic missiles. During this strike, which lasted
for 40 minutes 18 'major rail centers, 17 airfields, one
awhile technical-repair babe, the mobile army base of-the
6th Army, 5 bridges and crossings on the Dnepr, 2 high-
way Junctions and a "dismal. fuel depot were destroyed.

The 2nd Front of the "East" used 27 auclesx war-
heads and 4 chemical missiles in its first nuclear/missile
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strike. Its effect VAS felt by the means , of. nuclear.
attack, airfields and troops of the emenT. ' --The,:air army
participated in this by delivering strikes by five
cruise missiles and one atomic bomb on an Airfield, on
"Shanicle n radiotechnical systems, on a "Matador" cruise
missile launch site and also with operationi : brfighter-
bombers against the ford radar posts of the enemy with
conventional means of destruction.

,
Following the nuclear/missile strike, the troops

of the 2nd Front went over to the offensive: and Joined
a meeting engagement with tank andlinfaktryqvlarge,
units of the enemy,,	 border -zone.

,	 -	 -

During the period from ,0300 to 'troops
of the front moved forward to a depth of 15 to 20
kilometers in separate. directions.

With the aim of developing a higher rate of advance
bj his troops sad of destroying thellISC	 and
the reserves of thik,;--,11,e,St!oc molt 	 '	 *tor'
in the direction otAromenets and
commander of the 2nd,Front,Aecide
launch a mass strikejnAbe,zone of t„
fifteen nuclear warheads andto roatLt
of the enemy by a decisive offensive.

By the end of 20 July, troops of t,
having overcome the resistance of the__	 inoéit
in sepft.rate directions to a depth of 60-
kilometers (4th Tank Army) from the national border.

On 20 July, the missile-technical units of the front
and armies were located in departure areas, and were
thus separated from the missile troops by a.distance of
170 kilometers at the end of the day. They continued
to receive missiles arriving from the center, assembled
them and delivered them to the troops (Sketch 6).

44

1
5
2

1.
', • -
. •
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During the day 33 "surface-to-surface" missiles
and 320 antiaircraft missiles were delivered to the
troops.

The work of the operational rear services proceeded
underycomprlearAonditioni during the first day of the
operation.

. Ae. a .result.1 ?.•enemy, the„.Biachssic ,„.:se 
4
leXesir )49eil.e.•• Strikes by the

„.-ns4	  te	 *.i..,a.t.:regulating
statio
' together'7' 	 :2'	

lf.,.f.inte.;Yal:*erosdestroyed,,
:c,ritil l junctions, • including...

'Nezhin . ‘,--ChersitgO ,	 ev-is,Zhtomir;-.41Ovograd-Volynskiy,
a/riiro-f, • Ibur atin,, anir1Wfil 

i
ichev • the 'brittes across the

1W---1311WICrevolADta ka, , Grigorovki, and Cherkassy areas
and across ..thVPi ipyat in the Xanov area were put out of

brokO .down .iu
Materiel from the

the t WU* of
rout was also •unable

troop trains from the interior

•In addltiOne. 11. considerable Portion of the territory
of the rearipervice: •-arg* .;i1f-tiii •.frott 'Widen, contaminated
with varying levels of radiation (Sketch 7).

The front sustained large losses in personnel,
combat equipment and reserves of materiel.

Thirty-eight rail cars with missiles, about
24,000 tons of fuel, 1,500 tons of mations, 580 tons
of .aissils fuel, some 3,000 tons of rations, 21,000

. :tots •of .unidOrms, and much other equipment was destroyed.
At front and army depots, Storage capacity for 38,000

• 'tons of fuel was destroyed and 5 hospitals were also
destroyed. Up to 250 kilometers of usable motor
vehicle roadl -were contsaminated.
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The wire cOmmunicatiopS system of the rewires
of the front was 75 to 80 percent destroyed.

In this situation, the 4:Command element of the
2nd Front introduced the following changes in the
organikation of the rear services.

In view of the destruction of the regulating
stations of the flout, the troops coning to the
front by rail detrained and continued further.,.under. ,their
own power. In order to OrOse:,the'Dnipi;7=forcei•
bridgey,brigide;;Msinuthe-;;Croiting-.i.equ
divisions set 	 au sidditiOneVpontiki
Pereyaslavi4liseinitokly , area"

In order to let through trains With supply goods
it was pleimk: ed.=..to set op a_floating railroad ;bridge,
-(=h11-58 .-4,"np1ivnoy shOlex3.360Q41,01010$7."of _Xis*.	 Md of 20 JA

In order to ensure trainshiPlent for as
!rein the left:'biiik'Of-:the 	 '
set : up a temporary tratissh went are*: fro*
Cherkass on the morning Of 31, julY; des

OtiO.M: .of the 3rd Front Base• "
A section of Forward Front Base $.

to the 81wiuts., Nhepetovka, DubrOvka areit
support the troops of the lit Army and 3rd 'Army Corps.
Front Base No. 3 noved up to the zone of operations of

. •- the troops of the 4th Tank and 6th Armies in the Krasilov,
• ,Zapadintry Ataro-Nonstantinov area.

tal bases which were -Sit up on
and Klueelnik areas

personnel aM Casualties

In the rear area of the front, work in 01-telisitiihig
the resitits of the enemy*. nuclear attack was carried
out. With:this slay two nuclear bursts on the 22ad .
Xotorised title Reginent of the 13th Motorised *if le

reCil
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"firing range
.rsOns were

Pedical-
gi arrived

and vent

laS

,
osp—teited

Division were siatulnted at the Tuc
(Poligoe)..11.8 a result of these up,
promoted to have been hit.

evacuation

the

Theush railioenuaPia. 

Within

 separate
 

S hour
ecal...c°re

into

adetifn
at	 i"lettal

,,	 site '. hours:
*Igickrki,:::coetipeer.:*; later. 	 viten*

ii024fhOurs

er
of:760 kilometers m--1-T.Wt	 ,;
length of pipeline in operation
117kkaliksys. to Dubnevka had.-,beem,

By the ,end of 20 Ju/y the

-.	 -r.

"PiirsiO4iter dAO.MMUm„.1tiess.;'

from
-sdistance

lu. -v
of Missile Itiair
used to "replenish the res

By the end of 20 July,
fallen considerably behind'.
ea:staple, the 'Mobile base Of
the Stars.ya Guts Tablonoye,Xiysaka

" 100 kilometers goa the fo	 •large units. The,,isetdle
base of the tank army moved to the Velikiye:Zoioviatsy,
Ivanopol, Osadovka areas in all only 4.0 kilometers.
It become mieps—iitad from the trpowil`40.**, than 120
kilometers in the first day of Vie-elierf41(44‘.144fa
created great difficulties in organist 	 '
of materiel.	 .

In view of the fact that the
6th Army was completely destroyed Wale
nuclear strike, further support of the slimy
directly accomplialled by. the forces and eq
front.
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During 21 July the troops of the front developed
a swift offensive, repelling counterattacks by reserves
of the "West" in separate directions.	 .

The "West", delivering nuclear strikes against
troops, control points and objectives in the rear area
of the "East" conducted delaying operations and by
2000 howl had fallen back to the line Ternopol,.	 .	 ,	 ,
ubno;:,Povors

•

Miring this day the "east" thus advanced to a
depth of over 120 kilometers with - the .forward units
of the 4th Tank Army and of 80 to 100 kilometers with
,other

The,,,oieiational situation during the..second sday of -
the operation ,did not require the commander:, of the 2nd
Wront to	 iktuew._deCisions . • .:Success 	 exploited by
theuse of nuclear and chemical weapons and by cameitting
the SecOn"echelons of the • 80iies • to battle.

During the course of the day the front and the =ides
used 19 nuclear warheads, the larger portion of these in
the zones of the, 4th Tank and 1st Armies.

During the day one division from the complement of
each of their second echelons was committed to battle
as the result of decisions by the commanders of the
4th Tank and 6th Armies and also by the commanding
officer of the 3rd Army Corps.

At 1410 hours, a nticlear strike by the enemy put
out of commission the command post (komandnyy punkt - XP)
of the front which was located south of 2111tomir. Control
of the troops was carried out from the alternate command
post (zapasnoy koatandnyy punkt - ZIP) in the Daranovka
area, at -which a communications center had previously
been set up.

The 78th Air Army continued to support the troops of
the front, having allocated half of the planned regimiental
sorties by fighter-bombers, 7 front cruise missiles with
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nuclear charges and three nuclear bombs tohe support
of the combat operations- of the 4th Tank

In the 'first half of the day, the .78thAir ,Army
delivered strikes with three, cruise ;miaMilekililth
nuclear warheads against the enemy's:::#49:10.1:Wesipoil
depots in the area southwest of Rovao andwith:4);;four
cruise missiles with,chemical.. ,t1111177	 troops
to the west and 	 of Dubno.

.	 .

• During the day;
a total of 450 ,airc.	 "

In develo i	 ., -Ottene' ive-4.
advanced up to 	 to. 190 kii oictitia
of the main strike in two daYe 'of

On July, th 2"41and armies:.	 --.26-,, - s
they asselible
,to-surface""

ThEr‘maxinum diatanCesepe.
units . from the 'reach'
minimum was 20 to 301 kt1óiItie,

Zh.On4 . 
directiob

ration.'

of the front
*day

iclo-

'continting
:attackfP•pport. o

*epelrite 'directions".
The forward front 1304100, in order to move reserve

stocks of materiel neater to the troopC . Moved out to
.areas 15 kilometers northeast of,-ShoPetovkii and 10
kilometers north of titer° -IonstatitinOei having reserve
stocks for li to 2 days.-„.	 .

In order to support the lanie mitte and units subordinate
to the front and to transship goods *cross the Dnepr,
sections of these bases were dispatChed to areasilorth
of lorosten and Laney.



The mobile base of the link army was transferred
to the Vocha ev area and of the 1st Army was located
in the ormer, area; 150 kilometers from the troops
(behind the forward . front...basees)- where' it eliminated
the results of the nucleir'Strike

,	 .
By. this time, rail traffic had been successfully

restored through Belokorovichi:tO,Beitsr.,and'hiough
.,Nalinovh.a: to atarofKonstantinovi.w c.. .PerMitted the
delivery of goods-fron ...thfrwection:.:,Of L Forward ' Front
•Base : No. 2.:fOr large, units.	 ..	 -the 3id4rayi.COrPs and
the ..tranaferof,-ftieli,rusiC,Fr .8.*f	 he: atettonary depot

the :1Lazatin, area to." theStirOLóistant iitali area.
rOad:,,treffies.,,Oon

e . tercel of ''!theV2.1.1 ,
of .7.the :98th Independent;

various
port. The

kilometers
eier4uol

perCent7-'
.ftepr as before.

e.,and, also in
were noticeably
Vs!. active
er, shout

:located 'east of the

Medical losses for the day were also great. Two
sections from the hospital bases were moved forward

end,of .,the day to collect ',Wounded from the troops
to affOrd thu specialised :Medical aid. levacuationfls	 led out over a'S:ilistance of from

the .-isedical transport of the
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The separate medical detachments of the let Army
which were actually brought into the ezeralie, developed
an organization to render medical aid to :casualties from
toxic chemical agents of the 'Garin" type,' for which a
chemical attack by the enemy was simulated , on the
Tuchinskiy firing range, as a result of which there
were presumed to be up to 500 casualties.

Rendering .aid to the casualties was carried out by
the 84thIndependent , Nedical Detachment, which arrived
at the center of damage one Ar.,,after the launching of
the strike.

the:Situation.shiOk:
21 ju1y.,7 ths„,..rirestr•i
to . .bold;sithi- tar,,„13.114 .1
OfN.the.',Ltereit4 jet*,4_
its treop—TpT,::,or
Zolotayt4L1' 	
on the mornin
nuclear.- :'warbeadi -Sn AbO4.•mail
Of the "RiMit7.in the Podgoi
complete their relit
Armored and 15th lotaatir
Nikolayev, - .Dealdovka,
1Lresenets; by the 3rd
the 2nd Armored Cavalry Regimen
and ilnovichi in the direction of

Troops of the 2nd front son.
along the primary direationl....C;!,

.1. ...decided, in delivering moOl.
• •trikes against the

to develop the offensive
, Tomashuv and ,Zamostye.

of
Zborov and ,Pochayev.

.Aszerbst operations
; of ths front

'	 ,
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In order to fulfil the tasks allotted, the following
allocations were made: to the 1st Army 2 nuclear and
4 chemical warheads, to the 4th Tank Army 6 nuclear
warheads and to the 6th Army 3 missiles with chemical
filler.

The reserves of the front were brought up to the
line of the front by the morning of 22 July and the
armies brought in their second echelons to develop the

At 0700 on22. July, the
offeneive.:.

"West", with the aim of
defeat1,14410114.111.1006**6;: the-413 - '111nk Army and of
containin h0=0:01,00P:09; the.4414,::An the direction
of 100;deliVered'AaideinteretrikeUting*16 nuclear
warheadwaSainOtthe flanks of the gray with the forces
of the 6th Akraored. and 16th Infantry Divisions from
thikaeresiteChko417000ind with the 3rd Division and a
teekgret .,ircet,the ;Pawpaw, area in the general
directjon Of	 0t..

As	 of the ..41onnterstrikeuthe "Test"
imoniedid  to-SOWektent-in sqUeezinutheAroops of the
1st4.W6th::Araies_andim reaching into the Chervonovaemeysk

During the day of tombat, troops'of the front, hiving
repelled the Onnaterstrike of the 'Vest; and bringing
second echelons of the armies into the battle, advanced
40 to 50 kilometers and gained the lime Revel, Studinka,
Chervonograd, Enlikov, , Zborov, Vedgartsy.

In the course of a . 24-hour period, by means of
raids by aircraft and by missile strikes, the enemy
put out of commission the rat] Junctions of Shepetavka 
and Staro-Konstantinov.

Considerable losses were sustained by the rear
services of the let Army, which until then, as previously,
stayed in the area northeast of NO	 d-Vo	 iy.
The pontoon railroad bridge which was	 -the Siev



In.:order,
Dnepr, it wasenv

.of.'10;,trsins,
t

bri
**.
was .46

area vas also destroyed. A large number of wounded
were accumulated in the &rates'.

The mobile eraY base of the lst Army was transferred
to the Zdolbunov area, and the mobile army base of the
4th Tank May was brought up toward the coabat foraation
of the divisions

.e

re 	 traffic across the

e...:relir t•servides'o 	 6th,	 .,..,,	 ., 	 ,	 „	 .	 ..	 ,ArIV ,...0	betaatial,::changeit.4301, 	 :troops
continued	 yOrkprimarily. with :•-ther ,fOrCes an•..••	 ••	 ..
equipment

the mining of 24 July to,	 ,
It

reee,	 •,with a traffic capacity
• iOe)J:,.at . the -iiiiiter . " `ltio of

Adge:i;i:A*V.44*,411.100
'

*1161 to :the,',:destroYed
Ikes to it WhicVeifirtiaed)

,

On this day, t. ringing up of materiel and the
evacuation of •ha.pjtal bagiei"Of the front,
using air transport,. was increased., iii :24,hours , up
to 900 tons of goods were brought up and nor* than
5,000 wounded were evacuated. Using 11-12 and AN-8

" aircraft, 6 missiles and 166 tons of various goods were
actually brought up to the Sitio° airfield area and
150 presuled wounde4 were evacuated. Fifty to 60 minutet
were spent in converting 11-12 aircraft froa the transpoi
to the medical version.

Considering the future development of the operation,
it was planned to move part of the forces and equipment
of the rear services of the front closer to the araies.
Specifically, beginning on 24 July, it was envisaged tha
a section of the 3rd Forward Front Base should move to t
Ilhigerov area (west of Lvov) and also one section of the
6th Hospital Base of airlFront was prepared to Rove on
23 July . to an area west of Novel.
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During the third day of the operation, four mobile•
technical repair bases, two army missile transport
battalions and one independent technical battalion were
transferred for a distance of 145 to 220 kilometers to
new areas.

The maximal separation betireen.missile-tachnical..
units and the troops on this day was 30 to 50 kilometers.

Units of the rear services of the air army . restored,
materiel and technical facilities at the Novogmad..olynskiy 
and'Chortioriya‘'
fuel and munitions , at the 'ate n;',.,.:5osnovkai,'„and',Eraillov
airfields Which had been cap ured from the enemy,.

On 22 July, 29 missiles of the"sUrface-to.74iUrtace"
class and 308 antiaircraft -missiles were
delivered to :the troops:

In the ettuat:
composed .ot-felii:•itivisiions,
of the Headquarters (5tavka
to reinforce the 2a4 Front.

By decision of the Co— der. :Of the 2nd s Pront,. the
5th Apay was designated to . go into battle on th. Walking
02 25 July with the task of swiftlYideveloPing the advance
of the troops of the front from the line Ilsha, Ivaniska 
in the direction of Radollsko and Volchin i1by the end
of 27 July d‘f occupying the Yerishuv, Lyublinets,
Chenstokhov area.

In view of the participation of the 5th Army, the
rear services of the front were additionally strengthened
with six motor vehicle transport battalions in the
Vinnitsa area and with a hospital base with 10,000 beds
and six separate medical detachments in the Oman area.

* * *
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In concluding an account of the course of the combat
operations, I consider it necessary to report briefly
on the measures and work actually accomplished in the.
exercise, which have the greatest.1,Prictical:significances.
The capabilities- of;*:.flumber...of,,.uOit.k.and:,.,1a.rge-uaits
in providing materiel•Auld . .technidal;=•:suPport . both in
the period of preparation  ar , 'amlOPeratiOn . and during
the*course.of it **if	 ";tablished..	 ,

Twenty-six missiles were actually assembled and
..delivered to the ArOOps:, :bY..:the mobile technical .repair
bales,. and - six antiaizci t, missiles lies, by the • independent-...	 ,,.

hitca

TwePre . AN-ist''airtiraft of,- 	 and 3 . .ti48 *a
of ..the:.••12th , 11111.02i:	-fiivisions were used

:-,IPIO*0.::,!.41/.$444::"
In addition, aircraft ,moved	 of ti,3041tht,

including 100 tons of .MunitiObai i., ,80 . tons of fiel and
20 tons of ratioss;,. of	 tons,.‘ --,Of amities*.
5 tons Of fuel, and . 5 tons of rations were delivered by
parachute. •

The 50th Pipeline Brigade extended the pipeline
by a length of 600 kilometers from Zhidinichi to
fitadehhov. 4,800 tons Of =diesel fuel were actually
pumped along the pipeline.

The missile fuel depot received 181 tons of alas ii.
fuel and distributed it to the' missile-technical troops.

The missile fuel transport battalion shipped 48
tons of misei/e fuel for a distance of 350 kilometers.

Pros 22 to 24 July, the motor transport battalion
of heavy duty trucks which VAS formed during the period
of the exercise actually accomplished the shipment of
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a tank regiment (98 tanks) frost the Ovruch area to the
Lutsk area and back, over a distance Brisore than :500
Frrigeters.

During the exercise, engineer 'troops prepsred
(oborudovat) the disposition areas of the IStit Mobile
Technical Repair Base, of . the'arat base of'	 ..11t Amy
and of the front sissile fuel depot and also the areas
in whichthe EP, UP and Tpu„),of the, fros4 ,..viire located.

In addition-1' sot ;100
.checked for *1.., 80' ki
and 15 bridges were 'rePe:

The road -traffic control brigade organised 250
kilometers of dirt roads. and Serviced 600 kilometers
44' 111,0*. : .4014)10 reikdi■

The independentent
the evacuation of 1,1
actor 'Vehicle, transport

031,20 July, an independent :evacuation emipanY was -
deployed in the area of imeTucbinskly firing range and
carried out practical work in the evacuation or damaged
vehicles in the center of an Minnie burst.

* * *

Boum comments on the operations of the independent
mixed helicopter regiment.

All the helicopters of the regisent were equipped
to transport nuclear/missila weapons.

The regiment was allotted to the chief of the
missile and artillery armaaent of the front. During this
first day it shipped 32 missiles and 11 warheads, for
which. 40 helicopter flights were used.i



The task of shipping 26 missiles, and,,1 . warheads from
•

their unloading stations to the .dispOmitionarelis of
the mobile technical repair base, ,Owermvd - ikte of
250 to 300 kilometers, was accompished by
in 7 hours.

The exercise showed that, in„c	 ,4-it is
inpossible to bring transport with - stissillese'closer to
the troops: ,b3ryaikor motor	 „:dfrect ions)
where crollifiliC:**.fvdesit.07°Ag*
helicoOge,z*Z*i*"4”. 	 can	 considerable

Sr *hedispositionar.as ,p4aqMobil. technicaldistance
repair baa. .::'11*,th	 9 is/ 10fict/to
make flights -Whdeartotal range inboth: directions
some 850, to 900 kilometers, which requiams one , or two
refuel	 landings' at fields pre 	 for these
ParP9S

-„T

agPOort '',

Permit Ise to dwell on some of the questions of the
control of troops and the organization of communications
in the exercise.

The exercise showed that front and army staffs have
not yet full.y grasped the art of working Out a plan for
an operation in a limited time and that they were late
in formulating the decisions of the commanders and in
delivering these to the troops.

Thus, in the 6th Army, combat adagio*s were only
delivered to the troops 10 hours after the decision
had been taken by the commander_of the army.



The situation was even worse in the 1st Army. The
combat orders committing the 26th Motorized Rifle
Division to battle were sent to the division by cypher
at 1120 hours on 21 Jul,' but were only handecUto the
commanding officer of the division at 1630 hours,
when the division was supposed to enter the battle,
already by 1100 hours on that day. 	 -

limseuttillw, the commander and chief of stiff
did,not•concern:theaselves tith . or s'

#.sibjeCt:
go:intóbattle.e••:

Cases of an irresponsible attitude toward the
deciphering_ of combat des. uselitel::we‘ re -,noteit '•111 ' .4b•-• eterefse •
Important enaipherettmessagee .reguirlai	 sstablishssnt,„.
of •,:a,247.hour':Iorar,.of . . dutti.( , r	 tra) . . Iiii:;;aitsp	 -."-'
batteries ':;:t0Metbsr-.1,1t4.‘2.4/444	 iaiorMtiOnon.
604:00-4::4441C7*.ir• de* $Plaii,1,4'	 2 th. ‘ : , v ' 	,..., ..:: boars
after : t,hoir . vi.44,4eceived.'	 , .:... . par 'es .. . riiir'*	 :JkOr

uch .  disgricefu1i-statAt , o; ,affill.is 1101214.0A34 liked.-	 --i!A.,
The proper procedure was alas. not observe

determining the stamp (grif) to be put on docule
Officers of the staff of the front unnecessarily abused
the priority of the series "0" stamp. Sisiety percent
of all correspondence wont out under this series. Really
isportant and urgent combat documents were buried and
held up. This was the case, for example, with the
attack order for the 3rd Army Corp..

The timely dispatek of tasks to the troops was
not controlled in certain staffs and commanders were
idsled, being confident that troop; were operating
according to the instructions they had been given.

We must organise the work of staffs in such a way
that any instruction given by a commanding officer is
written down in the staff with a note of the time and
of the name of the writer. Without this, it is inpossible
to establish who is guilty of creating confusion or
to organize control over the performance by the troops of
a task which has been received.

411100SET

strik, and 

coiteint to battle ofthi"
It wasd.t.ctedby tba."

was unable to
'nuclear



We shall gradually introduce • to ,staffi,s
recording equipment which-will-facilitate,'
recording of instructions which, are
however, when staffs have not yet received
all instructions by officersot.iitaffs,4
stated: With great regret	 :beo
certain generals and
work in the. control • of troops'—isbi
direct '!deception.?..of,,tb
becanse,ofli
troops aad:.artiu.rybf
the sit/near**, ofon.;oft,

, Army Xis. ii. Brigade vU lOóat.
withinthe',!.:range of the ;SYit
General',Iiitsk.evieh:,rePorted
A 

tendenay2was
qiiantity: Of

clAI
U..- past, ,maDV , staffs "a;
quantity of -bulk/ ,docume
some of which are not ,in-pr'ectice us(
troops. This applies especially to
of troops and of services. . The working maps Of stiff
officers are overloaded with a large quantity: of -,n11
kinds of references and tables. Duch time is expended In
covering maps with drawings, to the detriment of the
lively control of troops.	 4'

We must resolutely Oft* ourselves from verbosity
in documents and in conversations Conducted over
technical moans of cOmmunications.

Documents of the staffs of formations and large
unit* which were worked out by then during the exercise
and which have been reviewed and studied by us indicate
that the majority of them suffer from carelessness and
slipshodness in formulation, were worked out in a hurry
and without correct operational practice and are even
without any-indication of the tine of signing.
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.	 Serious- Oaiseionip !ere observed. in the organization
of the service for informat ion:, on 'the-, Situation at the
control points of the front and ,or•armies. :‘ 'Within
the field - control, of the front operational Liaf Opmation
was put ,Otiti..irregulately, In view of this, generals.- *

.. and *officers of the eras of troopenint.;10t . services were
forced continually to,:nddrese ,:,:ttie. neepree = to the
,Opek
diarUp

etA00114,00	 'i•••	 front, !LthUs„	 ,
' . L .	 •

.	 :

. ,	 . „

Because of the lack of precise info reation,
of the exam of trOOpsand serViCeti . , int.fOrmatt ions and *:
large ..units;,f0Und .7oUt-, abOUt the operatiOnii. situation

• ...very late fld lee*Auilble to react to its ` .changes in

, . . li	 1,three
-, c0iiiirili.„	 S4.14in.;the fro#4.;AO„ ' arniei, A74. _ '.g.	 ,r.,*),.0iis*,.. 0. 04... i. of troopswere::;..h•ik	 !Limit
of the., front 	 .atiiimieS::,'aa	 their. '.

/-	 Compleitent're4IPOMilbla::rePieSentativel,:ficia the • COmblued
arms staff and !vile, the chiefs of arils *of .-- - trOOps- and..	 , 	 .	 ...
Service*. 	 ' '

At the ZIP of the 2nd Front there were in all 93
Persbns, headed by the deputy to the commander of troops
of the froattColonel-General K.I. Provalov. The number
of personnel at the ZIP of the front exceeded the number
at the previously created forward command posts by 25 to
30 persons.'

At the ZIP, the necessary means of communications,
permitting the asuumption of control of the troops in
the event that the command post should be put out of
commission, were set up and kept at constant readiness.

Information on the situatKön of the troops reached
the ZIP with a delay of l to hours. Thus, by 1400
hours on 21 July when thi command post was excluded
from the exercise and the ZIP took over the control of
the troops, data on the situation in the zone of the front
was available at the Z1CP, only according to the status
(soetoyaniye) at 1200 hoar*.

10110101),! (' I	 7 I 'f'



We must think about and 'eliminate, the shortcomings
in the receipt of information at the ZIP.

At the ZIP of the front, regular records of the
11108t important instructions,- and , Ordere . issued from the
command post were also not maintained,' • ' i't .7 ition
and status of the missile.	 service
units and establishments, were,;-n	 tconsidered.
The ZIP of the front .:	 *O 1:,iii	 Iii. with control,..
Over the arrival in	 or installation.,	 .	 . 

Questions of the ocatitni,a, f	 a O.:of
the organization"	 withh:ithe command
and rear area control points sud with': the troops also
need to be carefully workedi

In the Heroine, Ike.,
located in the main din'
sOMMand;.,Polit

;channel counicatiOz
front without expendi
of COMMA lost Ions the
.points should not exceed 30L 40 k1	 te. ith
tbs, same objects, the -MCPprobably be
deployed at a distance Of 10 	 the
command poet.

80me wards on the procedure of moving control points.
Eany staffs did not give due attention to this problem.
EP and ZIP of the armies were usually moved once in
24 hours, whichowith high rates , of advance led to their
sharp separation from the troops.

Thus, the 130 and ZIP of the 6th Army in individual
cases remained 140 to 150 kilometers behind the first
echelon troops, as a result of which it took some 10
to 12 hours to set up COMOutications for these control
points in new areas and to move the command and staff
there.
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During '20 July, the IP of the 4th Tank Army was
120 to 140 :kilometers ,frOn the troops and in the second
half of the following -Alay . the 'separation Mvached . 160
to 180 kilommettersind ..nOias. ''	 I

Still worse was, the 	 concerning the control
of rear . service. unit, and ',esti liable** during the
transfer of the rear area control points
The lack of,...seCond4OSitiOns ...,foi the communications

*,:_csenterri s Of::,,theee4ii. o.intk,ddid.:.*Ot4e*Mit. prev ious
proiwiratio4S0fAftpa#o1c_.tiOnsg.lroie.:their. -•:".neli:::,nrean, Of, 
location

„nove,	 for -alaost .:..10to •:42 :1110u*s'::the•
ofqróar 	 the • amiss in practice

ceased..- co.

In the 

pl.t.ly. ' ,
 particular attentio:■. was given

-to the.: ,piob ,	?"?'•	 cOimmunications.„for :the:OontrOl
of the 	 :=	 1 a Units .f the front: : 	•.„	 7t- -;of th. rear-

.;
TM exp.rienceOf.exercise *holed '..t414

thi10eratiOna	 litiwioo8?*,e101,0414l..f9if
only with the eitenoe of a special comnialiaaticiiillAystan
with wide .isiaitioationii; based on the conbined :::nielOf all
*Slating lamina' of coimalaimitlat but without going to
iiicess. The most *portant 'coMmunicisitionn ::Or the veer
services meant be made secure by MOWN of automatic
encoding eqUipaent.

Sketch 9 shows the organization of the basic
communications of the 2nd Front. On this, the instructions
of the Commander-in-Chief on organising .the control of
nissile-technical units of the front diroctly from the
rear control point are taken into account.

The basic wire and radio-relay communications of the
chief and staff of the rear services of the front with
subordinate units and establishment.s are axial (osevoy)
and lateral (rokadnyy) lines of the overall communications
system' of the front and auxiliary communications centers
set up it the places where they intersect. The multi-

r.ro
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channel telegraph and ,telephone coessulicatiOns: . of the TPu
of the front with the priaary and alternate' cOnmand.,.Potits
of the front and rear control points of the 11/111418, ;14
also with primary larger gnita, units And ;iittabliAhnent0:.
of the rear services of the front are conducted' on those
lines.

In order to hook - the anxiilart Ccink,nantiOnS
centers into	 con.unicatióna:iyItUS - .* the

	

rsdio : ayblecunioationa.abt.e.ifol 	'	 one
battalion:. is :; :att , D.,daposal f
recePtion ,.Of:CiCeSann°,04:ti*Ons C.	 e ,
front , and organization•Sin*	

.3,

long-range counicatiOfls is acconpiishedb7 the
resourCes , of .the.:TRVij. in addition,
service . eleagatis : S" hitir; .:Own nuall

 the basic

"'	 'stab'subunits mhichl', *On	 to
with  ,!the-,..-iaeareSt;...‘-aaxiIiay:Ckainnnis

necOUary. in "	 ternaV,:tf" ' tioss This-
.41i0UW1014.*±A ...,.,pr4'iIy tq, front
P*O*344.0'''and rods traif1c Asiitt.4,	 r'	 railroad

1)/1040 ,,,,,,
rldi.ist,	 .

„
It is understood that the dote

tions system of the tear-,area still.
and provision in the organisational
especially for nissil•-technical

The experience of the exercise showed that it is
necessary to bring order to the system of controlling
all the numerous rear service units and establishments,
especially those which operate at a great distance from
the TPV of the front and from their respective bases.
It would be seaningless to pose the question of organising
direct electrical commuldcations with each of those. Ile
must consider the possibil:Lty of their territorial
consolidation with certain major rear service elements,
through whose centers they could receive instructions
on their work and could transmit essential 'messages.
Such elements could be the vareous bases of the front,
regulating stations the comeauld of road traffic control
brigades, etc.

,-.organ=
c.ounwic: at tons

at ions



For radio control.:over-the work of the radio net-
work of tho 2nd Front, an operational radio intelligence
group actually operated.

As a result of the check during 18 JuLy..the .work
of six radio,. networks	 of the. point-to-point radio
nets (radiOnapravlenii0) ,Wal .,sonitOr•	 eVer,.

'no-intelligence informatioWias'...014*4. : frcili ,their work,
nets :110; 414'2gA4

radio communications.	 4.hatt1,111,	 „:,
5 4.1410-17iiitO.,5.0 • 4he frimi*Oliaiiged
working.,:iirOcedure.,sha*ilt0 Thu

• intelligence , with a basis from'
•,;the:,,,trioopm*.pf•:;..the	 Pront. had
combat -

to,test
the
established

-;radio
conclude that

t'to increased

Bythemorning of 21 July
d.alete*iied . the lOdit

o
21st trfltItUi

Unfortunately, thar,or
the directives of the GOrmi's
.Staff of Ground Troops .. and, -a
the directors given before-	 s
on the question of covert takirytTIO
were buried in.:oblivion by certain,genernle

uTfinant
!front

the

tense,
a.

tiOns of
-Ise

•9.•Ps
and:,:officters•

'any geierals and Officers disregard the fact that
not far from the borders of the Soviet Union there are
some 2,000 radio intercept pasts of American radio-
intelligence which intercepttke work of military radio
stations on a large scale, especially during exercises.

It must be stated that the mermages transmitted
over open radio chairmen were fully sufficient to determine
the location and mature of the exercises being conducted.
This mat not be considered normal. Alter the troops had
been informed by the directing staff of the concrete
facts of the crude broaches of the rules of covert control
of troops', !conversations over radio and radio-relay channels
practically ceased. This is also lAproper. It is
necessary to achieve a position in which radio and radio



relay communications, as the basic means of communication,
are used without breaches of the rules of covert, control
of troops.

* * •

Comrade generals and officers

The exercise which was conducted . placed,:
Main Staff and apparatui-of..:the.COmin
'GroUnd-TroOps;.,..befores:,the`,:Stiff!..;;444,48,
Chief of ltoar l Seam/cosi : of . the Ministry
before 'the Academy of the .General.-...,,Stif
lin S.W. Frunze, the Silitary4ngineering Academy, the
Academy Of . Sear Services''and' Transport and the,,.,
collectives of the prOfessorinstrustor
prepodevatelikty) personneI"Whish..tOOlk •pst ja our
exerClater,e; eklets ,of',great.,..**Forglin • Ons."Vhich
still need a peatr.-4eal:'Orliteki#Ss'.10Or

Our -jui$ work - during the course
observation of ,yont. laborious and Aitta*
all the defects which	 disclosed ,
permitted - .us to detersine'thO:
further 'clarification and resolution
understanding! of the directions along :7011
to troops and staffs its most ,needed.

We gained a great deal in this exercise, as
that you also learned a great deal.

In this is the bugle anckgreat meaning and
significance of all the work which was accomplished.

Permit me, Comrade Marshal of the Soviet Union,
to conclude my report at this point.

I hope
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REPORT
of the Director of the Exercise

Commander-in-Chief of the Ground Troops

Marshal of the Soviet Union V.I. altITIOV

Comrades!:
iThe operat 'w meer _erv

conducted by us in a. situation in4:14
people are preparing for the honored
Congress of the Communist Party of thm
particular significance of this C
SergeyevickKhrnehchev at the grailuat
the ai1Ltary I 3-61 - lies in,

Party prograns in ubli
and .:cultural constgaóttia'

toretgi polite.; in the-lSolsonnist
will be defined and the specific pi
PeoPle,	 mint to 	 be

been
'Ing- of the XCIInd

**let Union. The
likita

-.students of
t it will
tasks in
ld
if people
.foviet

ticfout.

The enemies of peace and of Socialisi are afraid
of the victorious progress of the Soviet -Union itowardo
Communism and aro trying to deal with * by MUM of
military throats. Our *arty and government, knowing
the ptvidaildtp habits or the imperialists, are taking all
measures to strengthen the economic and military might of
the Soviet government. But this might does not threaten
the world with war. On the contrary, it is the dependable
guarantee of the peace and sectrity of the peoples.

West Germany is now becoming the main breeding-ground
of military danger. On its territory, besides its own
12 divisions, the main strike forces of WO are deployed
aimed at the countries of the Warsaw Pact.
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The command element of NATO makes every effort to
kindle the ' revanchist feeling in,thel3onn nilitariets
and to set up a massive West German army in the near
ftture, as the In striking !brae of the Western powers
for the achievement of their inperialistic goals.

The Bonn revanchists, instigated by the ruling
circles of the VALE, Britain and Franco, are taking
intensive measures to strengthen their military-position
in West Berlin - this cancerous growth on the body of
the ,Gorman poOple.

The Soviet.GleTeranent is shoving determination
in the matter of concluding i'GerAnn Pence treaty, being
convinced that if measures are not .taken Sow to nornalize
the situation in Germany, and in 'Articular in West
Berlin, the people sight find themselves faced with the
• fact of aggression by the West Germain militarists and
the unleitealettof a world war.

A peace treaty, Mikitn Berg0,0110 Ihrushchav'has
'xiepeatedlyAndiCatectin-his40000besi erilibesignecithis
year.	 this connection the possibility of provocation
by the aggressiveMATObloc eheel44patbe excluded.* -.There-
fore the Central Committee of OUr'Commiunist Party:demands
of the Armed Forces great vigilance and constant readiness
to offer a reliable defense Of the interests of the Soviet

-Milan and of the Other countries of the Socialist Cup
at any moment.

The Soviet Government persistently tries to *achieve
the 'establishment of a durable peace throughout the
world, the respect of sovereignty and non-intervention
into the internal affairs of other countries.. NO other
government in the world has done AI much as the Soviet
Union in the matter of ensuring durable peace and
international cooperation.

The ruling circles Of the inperialistic states, under
all kinds of pretexts, continue to ignore the proposals
of our government for disarmanent and international
cooperation, speeding up the armament race and preparing
to unleash a new war.



In his recent message to Congrests',President of the
U.S.A. .nnedy proclaimed a "new course of action":
This provides for the speeding=441.Ot ,„the:, previa of
nuclear/missile armament, for ithe heightening : of the.
combat readiness of all types of armed-'forCes and for
an increase in the military.appropriatin*Xckt:nore than
three and a half billion dollars 	 Wes, zed,
the "new ,COUrlie of actiorf: are dfreoted,agaiaat the •,
peaceful aspirations of the Soviet Union and Of the whole

The	 ngthening of ths aggress
political bloc of .11ATO.continues
-composition 50 divisions constant
50 missile and artillery units able.,‘
warheads, and a considerable!,
this, in the countries which,.
there . *** an .additional 53 diyiiioes
in a high .:aitate of-„roadinsla,

in:its
readiness, sore than

use .nuclear
aircraft.•Besides

sn.red U TO themselves,
.latained

us that.^wems	 al..7...,over ,	 ,„-fe ec	 of .
*1.armed'	 , andl'maintalu'Our.	 _ a high

state of readiness for 	 counterbicrir	 against an
Aggressor: The operational-rear lire ciiit , exercise which
we hay* 4i:inducted, which was Ole of the in:portant 111011atIree
in the operational training of the current training year,
was dedicated to this goal.

* * *

Experience of conducting ear, shows with complete
clarity, that the outcome of a battle, of an operation,
and of aver as a whole depend., to a groat degree, on
the organisation and work of the rear services. In
speaking of the role of the roar services in a war
V.I. Lenin explained: "The best army, the persons most
dedicated to the cause of the revolution, will be immediately
destroyed by the ensmy, if they are not armpit, provided with
rations and trained to a sufficient degree" .a

1. Lenin, Works, -*came 27, page 54
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World War II confirmed the great 0f:Ahe rear
services in the attainment of .victory er,-**-eneakt.
The front constantly demanded a,larg.UOunt s,'Ofi::varied
combat equipment, munitions, fuel **.ioitS4U&other.	 .
materiel supplies. All our Lucke duature
transport, human and materiel resource:A*0,ipit to the
service of the front, thanks whichthe rear 'service
successfully fulfilled its great'atasks.ut

, A future war,. if the
be.,.stinue,lear/nissile-war,

• conclude it successfully;
econemie-0;e:rtiu **11 be
the Socialist

We must realise very alai*
only the operational rear s
first of all, the deep reari..,
subjected to massed nuclear

The polsible:±dii
colmanications will htndexr
questions of replacing MaisSive
oPerating trooper-will deaknit."
nuclear/aissile weapons,
of fuel, munitions and foods.
tens of thousands of wounded:

Ur not
but ,
11 be

ti3O1wben

ego
1.011 Of

New means and methods of armed combat have intrOdnodd
substantial changes in the volume,Ind .content of the
tasks performed by the operational' rear services.

First of all the expenditure of materiel supplies --
in combat and in operations has increased. If in World
War II the front used WNW 20,000 tons of fuel in an
offensive operation, under modern conditions its needs
might be 100,000 to 120,000 tons or more. Bore, the
appearance of the missile weapon, and also, together with
it, of special types of melt and oxidisers, has -necessitated
the creation of special new large units, units and subunits
to prepare and transport missiles, and also to provide
troops with the missiles and with fool for then.
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The voltaic and the assortment Of .other materiel
supplies required by the troops have also .increased.
considerably. For a front operation lasting 8 to 10
days the operational rear services will have to deliver
a total of 200,000 to 250,000 tons of . various goods
to the troops. These goods will have to • be !delivered
while an .Operation . is 'developing at 80 to 100': .kmir a day.
The pei-formance, Of . these tasks cannot be compared in
any way. kinthe	 1.the tasks of supplying

t war.

The meaty! , putt	 out of soMmission Of .Camixit
and specii4 :: etiliment, which may reach from 50 to
80,-Percentl,; ;Osring, a front operation will make it necessary
for the rear services Of the front to assime . the: whole

repafr. and restoration.	 effo %Of the
-	 faCilitiest es of lirge..uni, 81. 4aust‘' be d1rctEd toward
therestoration pf the sligh t „
order toLr.turn it as soon am 	 '1,e4-1<k,re404Ormition
sad 1:) i;iensure the4.	 •	

•

CondiaCt . of combat operations', 1iv high•

Now the -organization and execution of medical
support for the troops is becoming. considelm 11 more
complicated. Medical losses (mini	 iya)
will increase sharply and will be o WiraCterized.,by
extreme variations during the different days of the
operation. Now combined casualties (kombinirovannoye
porazheniye) will predominate, requiring the creation of
new, specialized medical institutions.

The increased volume -and the qualitative change in
the tasks of the rear services demand unity in their
organization coordination and close cooperation of all
elements, ir;espective of the organic subordination anti
the specific nature of the tasks being fulfilled. This
must be ensured by the centralized resolution of all
questions concerning the organisation of the operational
rear services in the hands of the deputy commander of rear
services, and by the constant control of the rear services
by the commanders and their staffs.
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The Chief of staff ad the thief Of engineer troops
of the front did not assist the Chief of.liaar'SarVices
in the perforaance of this task, which isair.difficult.for
him.

In deciding on the organization
roar eery ices the . Commaind of the, front'
attention ,to' -so :important questionii
missile :troops . with ready aiasileae .TI

nOt4;or'

.lassienfiC
• 0500 hours on , 19 J.

/aualchig;Mir49,P141,4and the aislilS bilgad

epetti:$.1:?■';

The'Chiet of the Directorite.4)
AMU11031t of the ProntI,Colone
ehief of the Missile troops
awl carried out istrictly teal=
mesioranda, lists and charts 44:-moved
from the fulfilment of his direct responsibilities of
organizing the delivery of missiles to the troops.

The staff of the front showed no concern about
organising close cooperation betwven, the rear services
staff and the chiefs of the use of troops and services
and did not ensure clear-cut planning of the delivery of
missiles to the troops. This was Particularly evident
from the reports and planning documents of the deputy
commander of the troops of the front's rear services and
of the chief of the directorate of missile-artillery
armament. It is hard to imagine more uncoordinated
operations than those of these two responsible chiefs.
The plans for rear services support, compiled by the rear
services staff, showed certain freight unloading stations -
while the chief of missile troops and artillery designated
others.
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,
In the organization of the rear services, measures

for the medical support of the troops in the event that
tips gummy delivered the first mass nuclear strike were
not envisaged. The staff of the,.front;:,did not direct
the military-medical direCtorate:,of'the -front to dO.this,
while the latter did not Cokilder,:- ,ineceSsary to work
out . this question and,: ̀used :average
in its plans and 4104:tit:Ins for ti
This is ... , the;'saine

,
	 iketiii

temperature of ' all " 'tien
basis to pràscribhesuió iett -

The backbone.' of
operation is the pe,
networ:.'; of railroad
of 'the.:IrOlit
decision;,.':,:'Rowever,
thekiie
Inst'eid Of
haves' 'Serviced

The chief of it Room* at onsof the front,Major-
General of Tochuiair "TkociPsi  :A-..:','Sinfagovskly, did not
consider the possible Variations*troving freight across
the Dne in the event' that "thelle4s7:44'vrossing iVeke4ut out
of ciis LOA. In general, COaricW4iiiiSgavekly showed
a weak knowledge of the rallroad N'network ,which is actually
in operation and of the motor vehicle road network in the
territory of the Carpathian and Kiev Military Districts,
even though he has been stationed in the Carpathian Military
District (PrikV0) for three tears already. Apparently,
he is guided by the dictum of the mother of Mitrofanushka
in the comedy "Ignoramus" ("Kedoros1") by fonvizin, that
there is no reason to study geography if there are cabmen.

In organizing this operational rear services, little
attention was given to ensuring the stability and viability..
of its basic objectives. The rear services units and
installations were often located close to other likely
targets ,,fqr nuclear attacks, were densely disposed, tied
to main rdad functions in populated points,and even in
towns. Such a piling up of rear services units occurred,
for example, in the area of Zhitomir. At the same time,

cativalty figures
',entire operation..

the averagi daily
ospital and, on this

'	 " •

rear serv*áikaigaiiization in an
counations routes. The

iotor'vehicló4Oade in the zone
ined inZthel

he fróütóOU1dld
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the requisite cover for operational rear services
installations was not provided for by the Chief of the
PVO of the Front, Major-General V.A. Yermolov.

In general, the decisions of the army commanders and
corps commander conformed to the situation whidh had
developed. However, they were not without important
faults.

The Commander of the 4th Tank Army Lieutenant General
of the Tank Troops V.Z. Bisyarin p made the missions of
be first echelon divisions tee deep. (Megrim 3)

There was little likelihood that these two divisions
cougd move 100 to 120 km in the first day of the Operation,
having -before them an enemy army corps. Apparently the
calculation was made on the assumption that the enemy
would not bring the second echelon of his corps into
combat on that day. But there were no grounds for this
assumption. Besides, to have carried out euch:a deep
mission there should have been provision for the
of a massed nuclear strike against the enasyAireierves -
from the army zone during the course of the-rfoPsiliationith
the subsequent commitment to combat of onirOt!thesicond'
echelon divisions. The correctness of suci0i,variant
of the operations was confirmed by the course of the
operation.

The Commander of the 6th Armpl Lieutenant-General 
T.D. Ukhov,paid little attention to the questions of
coordination and of the operational supply of troops
during the operation. His instructions were of a
nonspecific nature and did not ensure the coordination of
troop operations with the nuclear strikes which were being
delivered.

While the divisions of the second echelon of the army
were 250 to 380 Ica distant, General Ukhov did not trouble
to set up a reserve, which he could have neededwhile the
first echelon was performing its tasks. Moreover, he
did not take the appropriate measures to bring up the
divisions of the second echelon quickly.
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During this exercise, the 1st Army had its rear
services fully deployed, and I will therefore go into
the decisions of Commander of the Army Lieutenant-General
P.S. Vashurin in greater detail.

In the decision which he made, the idea of using
nuclear weapons was not clearly expressed and specific
tasks were not assigned to the missile troops. The
commander and staff avoided the decision of this important
question and entrusted it to the chief of missile troops
and artillery/ Major-General of Artillery I.S. Mitskevich,
who determined the targets for'nuclear'strikes in an
incompetent manner and who, up to the start of the operation,
was unable to give them proper evaluation. As -a result,
most of the nuclear strikes were planned against empty
areas.

While the offensive zone of the army was more than
120 km wide; the commander of theArtY,i,concentrated all
the divisions and missile means on the left 'flank, in 's.
70 km zone, which led to overconcentration . in the
operational formation of the troOpa.. In , this , Case, this
was not dictated by necessity: It was 	 to dispose
the troops in a departure area over a. wider zone, foreseeing
the subsequent move of large units in the most favorable
directions for the offensive.

The 7th Tank Division, which made up the basic strike
grouping of the army, was located 70 km from the national
border at the time appointed for troop readiness, which did
not give it an opportunity to make effective use of the
results of the first nuclear/missile strike.

The commander and the staff did not concern themselves
with the questions of antiaircraft defense at all, having
handed then over to the chief of the PTO troops, Major-
General 1.7. Vilkhovry, who proved to be unprepared to perform
these tasks. Instead of organizing dependable zonal cover
for the troops of the army, he in fact dispersed all the
effective PTO means to cover individual objectives through-
out the entire zone of the army.
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An especially large number of shortcomings were
tolerated in the organization of the rear services of the
let Army (Diagram 4) The army commander did not even
consider it necessary to allot tasks for the impending
operation to the chief of the rear services, having
farmed out all 	 questions of rear services organization
to him for solUtion.

The staff of the army rear services carried out the
planning of materiel-technical support by basing them
On the preliminary decisions Of the commnder, which were
changed three times.H By the start of the operation 4his
planning was not .completed. The deputy comMandar1Or.
rear services,AlajorGeneral Ye. A. Yaskevich, did not *how
determination in the study of the operational situation
or of the missions before the army. As a result, his
report had an abstract quality and three light only on
questions connected with the support of troops with
rationivandfuel.	 .

The most important elementOfthe organization of the
work of the army rear serlfideL-:the support.:Ofarly
missile large - unite and unittivith'ready missiles
disappeared. , Reconnaissance of the routes P*44-stile
delivery from the army. missile-transport .4**iiionte'the
missile brigade and to the missile:battalionadivisions
was not carried out. Thus, it was no accident that there
was no bridge over the s BluCh *iver,.on one Of the routes
chosen for the transpornirmissiles.

Planning the movement of the rear services units and
installations is the most important facet of the organiza-
tion of army rear services. In the army this planning was
carried out in such a manner that the mobile army base
completed its move to the new area only at the end of
20 July and was in fact unable to support the troops for
a 24-hour period both during the preparation and the
start of combat operations.

The army staff did not coordinate the work of the
rear services with that of the chiefs of arms of troops
and services, and the deputy of the rear services was
unable to organize cooperation between the services of
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the rear, as a result of which many problems of rear
services support were found to be unsolved.

The maneuver of materiel means was not foreseen
in the event of an enemy nuclear strike against the rear
services targets. Measures to ensure the viability and
stability of the rear services were not worked out.

In ending the analysis of the decisions and actions
studied in the initial situation, I must dwell uponr

several general , shortcomings in the planning and use of
nuclear weapons'in'the initial strike.

AM we know, the questions of the use of nuclear/missile
weapons have already been worked out at the command-staff
exercise "DON", from the experience of which the functions
of variouscosmand echelons in plansing:the,use:of
nuclear/misille lmiPons were detersiued -;- Theigo Pwrtuliteac.-
as shown by the practice of the oPerStio*Oreilaration of
troops, are correct. During the Preparation - Of the
operation' 	 exercise everything occurred the other
way round

TheAltiffof the front and of the armies kept aloof
from the planning of the use of nuclear weapons, having
entrusted this to chiefs of missile troops and artillery
and to the commander of the air army. Affairs reached the
stage where the targets for nuclear strikes which should
have been destroyed by army means were determined not
by the army commander but by the chief of missile troops
and artillery of the front and were transmitted to the
army by its staff directly to the staff of the missile
troops and artillery of the army.

This, for example, is the way it happened IA the
let Army. The commander and staff of the army received
these targets on trust, did not check them and accepted
the assigned tasks for fulfilment.

The chief of staff of the front, Lieutenant-General
N.N. Volodin,did not transmit to the armies a single .
order 'or a single piece of information concerning
the delivery of nuclear strikes. Documents prove this.
From this one can conclude that the orders to deliver
nuclear strikes were not transmitted to the troops by the
staff of the front.



Thus, the army commanders frequently did not know when
or against which targets nuclear strikes were delivered
by the means of the front, and sometimes did not even know
about nuclear strikes carried out by the army brigades
and battalions of the motorized rifle (tank) divisions.

This is the only apparent explanation for the fact
that, during the first nuclear strike of the front, it
was planned to use 24 R-30 missiles With nuclear charges
to destroy the "Honest John" installations , and the so-
called stockpiles of the enemy's nuclear weapons, which
according to the deep conviction of the chief of missile
troops and artillery of the let Arny,,MAjur-General of
Artillery I.S. Mitskevich, should be located 40 to 50 km
from the national border. It is not hard to be convinced
of the naivele of this approach to the selection and
_determination of targets. Of course the enemy will not
locate stockpiles of nuclear weapons at such a distance.

For this reason, it was no accident that some nuclear
strikes fell upon empty spaces or on targets without
operational significance.

I did not find a single,docUmeAt about the planning
of nuclear/missile strikes or their connection with troop
operations, which should have been signed by the chief
of staff of the front, and this was not accidental. An
incorrect tendency is appearing among the generals and
officers of the missile troops and artillery, - "We
command and we deliver the strikes". In order to
eliminate such a tendency, the Minister of Defense,
Marshal of the Soviet Union Comrade R.Ya. MAItnovskiy,
demands that all questions of principle, connected
with the use of nuclear weapons, are decided personally
py the commander of the front (army) and are not entrusted
to other persons. They must determine the missions for
the use of nuclear weapons in a concrete manner, indicating
the targets, the coordinates, the yield of the nuclear
charge, the type of burst and the order of delivery of
the nuclear strike.

N000ne will be better Ale to allocate tasks to the
missile large units and units, and to direct the efforts
of the troops for the attainment of the goals of the battle
and of the operation, than 'the commanders of fronts -and
armies and the divisional commanders.
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The commander of the air army and the chief of missile
troops and artillery, to whom the nuclear weapons are
directly subordinated, are only required to perform the
tasks allocated by the commander of the front and army
accurately and in good time.

The; nuclear weapon is a very , expensive and formidable
weapon and its use should therefore not be regarded lightly
and irresponsibly . Any attempt to provide . substitutes - for
the commanders (commanding officers) or for the organL.Zing
function of the combineedarins ,,Staffs'.in,-qUestions of the.
use of 	 weaponsns: imust be : decisive ly 'suppressed.

I am quite convinced that Colonel-General of the Tank
Troops Comrade A .L. Getman correctly Understands all these
questions, particularly the demands of the Minister
Defense concerning the Persona/ decision by the commaxider
of all questions of princiPliconcerning the use of
nuclear weapans. However; : (Itiiing . the . exercise, in practice,,
he still entrusted	 of these . problems to
other persons.

The chief of the directing staff has reported to you
that the combat operations of ,both sides began at 02400
hours on the night of 20 July at almost the same time as
both sides exchanged /mutual massed nuclear strikes.

On the whole, during this difficult period, the
commander of the front troops and his staff correctLy
organized the control of the troops and they took measures
to carry out the first planned nuclear/missile strike in
good time.

As a result of the "Western" strike carried out with
43 nuclear warheads In the zone of the 2nd Front / a 'very
complex radiation situation was created, especially in the
disposition areas of the second echelons of the armies,
of the rear services units and installations of the front
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and also along the lines of communications (Diagram 7).
However, the commander and the chief of staff of the
front did not evaluate the situation thoroughly and
carried out measures to eliminate the results of this
strike very slowly and impractically, which naturally
had a negative effect on subsequent troop operations and
on the work of the rear services of the front.

At the sane times the commander and the staff of the
front clearly overestimated the results of their strike
against the enemy with 27 nuclear warheads. This seems
to be the only way to explain that only 8 missiles in
all weir used by the front in the zone of the offensive
after the first strike right up until the middle of the
day. Noreover, not a single strike with aerial nuclear
bombs was delivered against the advancing "Western" troops,
although the front had the capability. All this led to
prolonged battles in the immediate border zone between
the front troops and im6degnately strong groupings of the
enemy, and to the slowing down of the tempo of the

The Commander of the let Army did not control the
troops firmly at the beginning-df combat ope:.ations. He
did not make use of the existing breaks and gaps in the
operational formation of the enemy for a swift develop-
ment of the offensive in depth (Diagram 5).

With three enemy divisions, one of them an armored
tank division, in front of the army, he found no
targets for missile weapons.

'offensive.

Only after appropriate directions from the directing
staff did the commander of the 2nd front make the decision
to deliver a second nuclear strike, at 1730 hours/with
15 nuclear warheads (11 out of the 15, aerial bombs),
against the enemy troops with the aim of developing the
offensive and of fulfilling the assigned mission. This
solution was correct and ensured the destruction of the
advancing enemy reserves and the development of the
operation. However this should and could have been done
considerably earlier instead of basking in the results
of the first strike.



The comnander of the front made the decision to
deliver the repeat nuclear strike at 1730 hours but
Comrade Vashurin for some reason changed the time and
planned to deliver the strike at 1900 hours. To my
question - Why was this done in this way? - he replied -
I'can find no targets for nuclear weapons. This at
a time when the troops had only advanced some 12 to
15 km in 26 hours and when some of the enemy's divisions
had themselves gone over to counterattacks.

Great lack of coordination was observed in the
workings of the field control of the army, especially
between the staff of the missileArOOPs'and artillery
and. the staff of the army. There waive, lack of precision
in the control of the army missile brigade fire. The
army commander entrusted this important question to the
chief of missile troops and artillery.

The Commander of the 4th Tank.Army did not make use
of the opportunities for 	 of 'nUclear/missile
weapons with the aim of increasing, 	 of adtrance,
of the large units of the first echelon of the army, which
had slowed down. He took no measures to ensure a decisive
change in the course of combat operations to his advantage
by timely commitment of the large units oftthe second
echelon of the army to combat, even under the clear threat
of a counterstrike by the 5th Army Corp. of the enemy.

The staff of the tank army did not display coordinated
work and organization in ensuring firs control of the
troops.

The Commander of the 6th Army reacted correctly and
quickly, on the whole, to the ifituation created by the
massed *Western" nuclear strike against the troops and
rear area targets of the army.

At the same tine, he did not *void serious faults in
the control of troops during the course of combat operations.
The army commander did not take operational measures to
move up to the line of the front the three second echelon
divisions, located more than 250 km away, and this was at
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a time when he did not have on hand the forces necessary
for the elimination of the enemy breakthrough on the
left flank of the army, or for the destruction of the
airborne landing, of up to a regiment in strength, which
had been made here. He had to take several regiments
quickly away from the front and send then to carry out
these tasks.

The situation in the rear services of the army was
greatly complicated by the fact that the enemy delivered
a nuclear strike against the army mobile base. Despite
this, during the course of combat operations, the
commander paid little attention to the liquidation of
the consequences of this strike or to the organization of
materiel and technical support of the troops. For a day
he did not even define the tasks, which needed to be
performed in a highly operational manner, to his deputy

, for rear services.

In the solution of all these questions the field
..cosmand., of the army gave insufficient help to the

commander.

The Commander of the 3rd Army Corps made the
correct decision on the use of the missile battalion of
the second echelon division, carrying out a march to
support the combat operations of the 59th Motorized Rifle
DivisionothiChwas in combat. In this case it was justified.

The rear services of the front, with the initiation of
combat operations, had to perform simultaneously such
tasks as the support of troops, carrying on active combat
operations on a . vide front, taking measures to eliminate
the aftereffects of the eneny's nuclear attack on the
troops and rear services objectives, and continuing with
the formation and deployment of the basic groupings of
rear service units.

The directorate of the front's rear services had
great difficulty in handling these tasks.

-63-
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Due organization and operational efficiency were
lacking in the work of the staff and services of the rear.
Situation data was collected and collated very, slowly,
and orders for the rear services were given with great
delay. For example, tasks concerned with the elimination
of the aftereftects of the enemy's nuclear attack were
allotted to rear service units only 8 to 10 hours after
the delivery of the strikes. The vorking out of concrete
measures for the restoration of communications routes,
for the rendering of medical aid and for the organization
of transport, took a full 24 hours.

Delay in making decisions about the rear services 91.
the front also had negative effects on the work of the
rear services of arniesy. Thus the rear service of the-
ist Army, instead of busying itself with the support of
the troops. who had suffered great losses, was forced to
move to the areas that it had to occupy, by the end of
19 July. The separation of the mobile army base from the
advancing troops was more than 100 km. A similar situation
was also observed in the other armies.

Another serious fault in the work of the staff and
services of the front and army rear 'services was that
radiation situation	 data in rear areas MISO not
transmitted to the rear services units.

The large losses of stocks of materiel supplies and
of rear services units, on which General of the Army
Comrade 111.M. Popov reported, can be explained only as an
underestimation by the commanders of the correct echelon-
ment of stocks, and also of their dispersion and of the
weak protection of the rear services targets by the mean's,
of the PV0.

The crossing of the Dnepr represented an especially
important and difficult task for the troops, rear services
units and transport arriving from the depth of the country.
The staff of the front did not attach due significance to
this task, and the chief of engineer troops of the front,
Major-General of Engineer Troops L.S. Bukhtin, who had
sufficient capabilities, kept aloof from its solution.
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The poor coordination between the front and tray in
the questions of rood preparation and of the organization
of the road traffic control service must be considered as
a big fault in the work of the highway maintenance and
construction service (avtodorozhnaya Sluzhba). The lines
at which army roads were to be turned over to the front
were not designated. The order of using available forces
was not determined accurately.

The clear-cut organization of a workable_diuPOPher.'s
service on the motor vehicle roA01:1110-,farprible'the:
work Of the rear services. Reports' to the itoffAirigades
and motor vehicle road directorate of,the front on the
passing of transport echelon*: arrived in good time.
In this respect, the experience gained through the work
of the 21st Mood Traffic Control BrigadedeSerVe0:t0be
included in the practice of trO0p.preparatiOnlOrcOmbot..	 _

. _
ThepOOrneefftbei-airo..Aable;;',040;Tsiii.c/***fot

theeirsicuation'oUtasutltiesfrOm'CeniersofMals
destruction must be considereidto,be - among:tWfoults of
the work of IheY frObtAkediCal Service. The movement and
the order for using the independent medical detachments
and medical battalion* were not thought 'mit-. lb*, for
the let Army the independent reserve medical dettcheents
were positioned at a distance of 50 to 80 km. from the troops,
which made it difficult for them to move to the *Ones of
the dill/194°ns in good time and to deploy for work.

* * *

The decisions of the troop commander of the 2nd Front,
of the commanders of the armies and of the commanding
officer of the 3rd Army Corps during the second day, on
the use of nuclear and chemical weapons and on the
development of the offensive were basically in conformity
with the situation which had taken shape.
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The commander of the let Army, Lieutenant-General
P.S. Vashurin, having made the decision to commit a second
echelon division (28th Motorized Rifle Division) to
combat, did not give clear-cut orders to the troops to
ensure its commitment to conLat. The chief of staff of
the army, Major-General V.K. DIatlenko l did not exercise
control over the execution of the commander's decision.
As a result, the 28th Motorised Rifle Division was, there-
fore, not committed to combat during 21 July.

The dec ision of the 6th Army consan4erILieutenant-General
V.D. Ukbov,to,cOmmit the 5th Motorized Rifle Division to
combat, in order to repel the enemy counterblow and to
increase the efforts of the arnyl conforned to the situation
which had taken shape. The time to move up the army
antitank reserve and 174.:: motorised tifle Xeginent of the
37th Motorized Rifle Division, to cover the gap between
the 9th Tank and the 40th Motorised RifleDiyAsions, was
calculated unreallisticallY, which creeted4 ehr#at'cf
the enemy's gainingthe rear area of 'the	 4iiiion.

The army commanders and their staffs 4	 ,kftntlYie
the situation and 'targets for 	 strik1O'epiy,e	 e	 so that
strikes with nuclear warheads were often .delivóród against
an empty area or against secondary targets.

The work of the rear services, daring the second day
of combat operations, proceeded in a more organized manner.
Forward front bases were deployed in the advanced sectors
of the railroads and sections of the front's hospital
bases moved up closer to the troops. This permitted a
decrease in the distance (plecho) of transport by motor
vehicle to 150 km.

In addition, the weak direction of the work of the army
apparatus, and its inadequate Control, ontthe part of the
front rear services, led to a considerable separation of
the mobile army bases from the troops.

The rapid rates of advance and the abrupt changes in
the situation demand that the army rear services be
constantly ready to support the troops with supplies of
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materiel. With this aim, the rear services of a modern
army are made completely mobile. However, these
peculiarities of the work of the army rear services are
often not taken into consideration. From this arises
the need to work out in detail the work methods of the
army mobile rear services at speeds of advance of 80 to
100 kns a day and to train the rear services organs to meet
this situation.

On 21 July we forced the front troop commander, by
seams of going to the TPU, to participate directly in
the organization and 'work of the rear services. This was
of some benefit, but it was clear that the front comeander
and his staff were not prepared for the :timely and correct
organization of the work of the rear services.

The business of organizing coordination between the
'various services, not subordinate to the chief6of the
rear services of the front (army) sent particularly badly.
It is on just this that the success and effective use
of all available forces and moans for the comprehensive
support of troops depencV.

The greatest number of discrepancies was in the
organization of the rear services support of missile units
and large units. The command and the combined-arias staffs
must put this important question under constant Sapereision
and ensure the organization of the coordinated work of
all interested services.

* *

In examining the decision of the commander of the
troops of the front on the situation on 22 July, which
led to a continuation of the offensive by all armies in
the general direction of Brody, Tomashuv and Zanostye,
with the aim of routing the oppoiliirge—neey and his
approaching reserves it is impossible to overlook the
fact that ,the commander who knew	 of the concentration
of "Western" groupings in the area of Berestechko and
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Pomoryany which were intended for a counterblow against
the flanks of the 4th Tank Army, did not take measures
to rout them and did not appreciate the danger which
this counterblow could represent to the fulfilment of their
task by the troops of the front during 22 July. The enemy
had the opportunity of delivering a strike and of
successfully moving forward to the communications linesof the
4th Tank Army and to the siting areas of the basic grouping
of the army and front missile troops.

Despite this danger the commander and the staff of
the front did not take aim with the nuclear/missile means
of the front and of the air army in time to rout the enemy
groupings which were preparing for a counters trike. The
readiness of the missile troops of the front to deliver
11 strike, with seven nuclear warheads against the infantry and
andminimd divisions, concentrated in the area of Berestechko,
was tardily determined.

The tasks of the let and 6th Armies in the rout ing of
the enemy counterstrike groupings were not assigned. The
army commanders made the decision for the rout of these
groupings on their own initiative; the commander of the
front limited himself solely to the approval of these
decisions. Bence, a coordinated powerful strike by the
means of the front and army, aimed at breaking up the
enemy strike, did not materialize.

The commander of the frontassumed responsibility for
the coverage of the flanks of the 4th Tank Army but he
did not carry it out in good tine, As .a result, the army
commander was compelled to move half the forces of a second
echelon division to cover the army's flanks, thus losing
the opportunity of making full use of them to strengthen
his efforts.

The delay in the delivery of nuclear strikes and of
troop operations against the counterstrike grouping resulted
in the enemyts success in crowding our troops together
and in drawing a siggificant portion of the 1st and 6th
Army forces into prolonged battles and, to a certain
degree, in restricting the freedom of operation of the tank
army. As a result of this, the rate of advance of the
basic grouping of the front decreased.
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During 22 July, the rear services of the front and
of the armies operated more effectively and smoothly.
The staffs and services of the rear area determined the
tasks of the rear service units and installations correctly,
on the whole, and made timely changes in the .organization
of the rear area in accordance with the situation which had
taken shape. The use of Air transport to Provide materiel
and the evacuation of wounded and casualties improved
considerably.

It is only necessary:Ad Andlcate,a certain sluggish-
ness on the part of the deputy commander of thefront for
rear services: LieutenintOenerai Moroz,--in providing
ass istanco to the 6th Armyywhose rear area sustained
considerable losses..

The army rear services, with the exception of the 6th
Army, sere,brought-closeto the troops Such proximity
was partiCUlarlFilinOtentloiHthe:,-4th-TankArmyysince
it gave the mobile army base the chance of supporting the
troops even- 44- the enemy should succeed in cutting the
communications of the army,

The decision of the front c6mmander on the final
situation (at the end of 22 July, Sketch 8) was admissible
-in its general outline butiit:did not embody a determined
effort to mass nuclear weapons in the directions of the
basic efforts of the front, which would have ensured the
rapid destruction of the opposing enemy and the movement
of the main forces of the front toward the Visla.

The Minister of Defense, Marshal of the Soviet Union
Comrade R. Ya. Malinovskiz, has already drawn our attention
to the fact that in the making of decisions on the delivery
of nuclear strikes, some commanders speak of the massing
of nuclear weapons while, in practice, they prolong the
timing of these strikes, delivering then in an uncoordinated
fashion, with a small number of nuclear warheads and dispersing
them over many objectives.

ID the exercise, the 2nd Front was allocated 226
nuclear warheads for the oper&tion. If the commander had
taken one half of these or, for example, about 100 warheads,
and had delivered them in the first day of the operation,
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using a large proportion in the first MASS strike against, let
us say, ten divisions and other Important "Western" targets,
then you will understand that in reality almost nothing
of these enemy divisions would have remained. The breach
needed by the front for an advance westward at high speeds
would be ensured.

However, this did not happen. A portion of the nuclear
weapons was employed at the beginning of the first day of
the operation, toward : evening , another small strike was
delivered, and from the morning of the second day several
nuclear units of ammunition were again used, and in this
way they continued to prolong the delivery of nuclear Strikes
further. This shows that we must study realistically, that
we must plan practically, and that we must carry out nuclear
strikes capable of inflicting decisive destruction on the
enemy, of annihilating several ,divisions in his operational
formation immediately and of ensuring fire superiority.

,
In their performance of the as c task of the operation,

the 4th Tank Army and the 5th 'rink ' Army , ,,atich had been_
newly committed to action, wIre	 :keialoreed by river
crossing means for the forcing,ófthe Viola River.

Aircraft were given deep missions, instead of having
their strikes directed first , 14 '411'.at : the suppression
of the enemy who was offering resistance to the troops of
the 4th Tank Army and of the let Army in order to ensure
the.most rapid possible Movement by the latter to the Visla.-

With this, I end the critique of the operations and
decisions taught in the course of combat operations and
turn to an exposition of some conclusions on separate questions

* * *

The rear area. Today, the operational rear area
presents anoerganism which is very complex in composition
and versatile in rerformance. Under modern conditions,
the role of the rear area has considerably increased. The
correct organisation of the rear support of troops is
therefore one of the most important conditions for the
successful conduct of a battle and of an operation.
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In examining the questions of the combat readiness of
the rear area and the creation of groupings of rear service
units and installations, one should nct.ethe lack of complete
understanding revealed by many of the participants in the
exercise of the special features governing rear troop
support in the first operations of the initial period of
a war. For some reason, many staffs and organs of the rear
consider it necessary to spend time in calculating which
forces and rear units are_miasing from the fixed establish-
ment. Is this the basic .407. Of course not. All oalcu-
lations on bringing, up to strength (otmobilizovaniye) and
on activation plans are worked out in peacetime with a
searching analysis of the capabilities of the national
economy. The periods of arrival , (srok pribytiya) of rear
units and installations are determined in accordance with
this. It is by this that we should be guided.

AS regards the: arrival-et the front of rear area units
and installations, the missing forces and weapons of the
rear of the armies which are conducting (swift offensive
operations 'Mist be replenished first of all,and forward
mobile groupings 04 rear area units must be created at the
front to support the miss ile trooPs and the formations
carrying mat the main task of the operation.

But, in order that these problems may be correctly
resolved by combined-arms staffs and rear area organs,
it is necessary to consider carefully all the available
supporting forces and weapons of the rear and to undertake
immediate measures for their most effective employment.
In the light of what has been said, it seems incomprehensible
that during 17 and 18 July the completely organized front
motor transport battalions stood idle because they had no
task, while many army and front rear units, not knowing what
to do, spent days attempting to obtain specific instructions
from their superiors.

In the light of the decision of the task of the initial
period of a war, it is wholly advisable that organic
transport and,specifically,that of divisions and brigades,
should support itself, with regard not only to unit
reserves (vozimyr zapas.) but also to all that is necessary
for 24 hours of combat.
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It is advisable to draw the mobile army rear and
the front supplies closer to the front in good time. This
permits the squeezing of the rear area "accordion" for
future extension during an offensive. Comrade Moroz did
not make any such decision and the front command did not
give any instructions on this matter.

The major defects, which occurred in the work of the
combined-arms staffs during the exercise which has been
conducted are explained primarily by the fact that staff
personnel are weak in their knowledge of the 'organization
of the rear and of the Principles of rear troop support in
modern operations. Consequently, the requirements of
Ministry of Defense Directive No. 0061 were not completely
fulfilled.

Combined-arms staffs cannot be indifferent to operations
concerning the organization of control,ofjhe rear or the
organization of mutually 'coordinated wori l) ivtherear,organs
of the front and armies.

During the exercise the working out o tives and
orders regarding the rear was held up forl54O*40 hours.
The rear area control organs, not receivinetimiily operation-
al orientation from the staffs, spent much .time on un-
productive mathematical calculations of different variations
of rear support. The documents worked out were cumbersome
and it was often difficult to grasp their basic idea or task;
errors and inaccuracies in the calculations were not in-
frequently allowed.

Some comrades are inclined to make allowances for the
fact that the control organs of the rear services of the
front and of the armies were only 60 percent ilobitimid
according to wartime TON. Furthermore, the army control
organs of the rear were supplemented with 30 percent of
officers who had not previously worked in these capacities,
and the time for their training and incorporation
(skoilachivaniye) before the exercise was completely insufficient
But •has cannot serve as an excuse, since in every military
district and in every army there are appropriate plans for
the supplementing of rear organs being formed for wartime
with both cadre officers and reserves. Such plans were
evidently forgotten during the preparations of this exercise.
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Generals and officers intended for the appropriate
functions should be brought in on all such exercises.
In this way we will achieve an increase in the level of
their own personal training and : IL:knitting-together of the
control organs, which is mostneceSsarylor the smooth
functioning of work in the Operations of the initial period
of a war.

The new structure Of the : unified, organg of military
communications and of the rotkeer.ViCe,.,Vas worked out for
the first time in the exeidise which has been "'conducted.
Aa, the experience of the exercise showed, the creation
of a unified organ of military communications can help to
improve the complex solution of the questions of :,planning
the nets f Communication rotten, of , ,:repairing . then and,
especially:. important, of achieving'unity of movement control
.atitt, all ;,tYpaii..,,,of cOMmundCation'. 	 Ver,;• for a final
confirmation Of the advi5ability of ': 'creating; 	 organs,
a large-scale research 'JOU".	he''conclusions
of one *t•	 are not in .themselves, enough

It is very important to organize, in ,good time, reliable
technical coverage ( tekhaiclies*Ya;  , ItiYe) and the
rapid liquidation of the .consequeOces of nuclear strikes
on communication routes; this increases the viability and
stability of communications mark to a considerable degree.
The experience of the exercises which have been conducted
confirm the advisability of timely constructionoof detours
around the most important transport junctions, of alternate
(dubliruyushchiy) bridges and of prepared approaches for
the subsequent laying of floating bridges or for the
construction of low and underwater bridges.

The task of increasing the rates of reconstruction of
railroads and motor roads is especially urgent; it must be
resolved mainly by equipping the troops with new, highly
efficient and maneuverable equipment and by creating the
necessary reserves of floating bridges and prefabricated
structures for the assembly of irOVIdidnalr!iustallAtions.

An operation in the initial period of a' Ihkr is
characterized by the great volume of military transport
activity. Thus, for example, during our exercise the
2nd Front's routes of communication had to provide for
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the receipt and passage of 425 operational echelons and
had to transport more than 176 thousand tons of various
materiel.

The carrying out of this transportation vas complicated
to a considerable degree by the existence in the territory
of the front of so large a water barrier as the Dnepr,
which split the communications into two sectioniTiEd by
the absence of deephiNnsemsaround the rail junctiben of
Bakhmach and Grebenka,'

As a result of nuclear strikes by the enemy, the
bringing up of supplies from the reir of the country through
the regulating stations ceased. The carrying capacity
of the front's routes of communication decreased from 142
pairs of trains .,0 142 par poyetdov) in 24 hours to 52.
In the process, oonnunications over the Dnepr were

..interruptecl.f0r249 3.daye. The efficiency of ,motor
transport decreased by 20-25 percent.'	 -

An important deficiency in the Organizationvof,*titiry
transport activities during the exercise was thrit.libliy:

r	
4

were carried out without sufficient regard for the fradiation
and chemical situation on the routes of communication. No
measures were undertaken to negotiate the contaminated zones
on the transport routes.

In some cases, questions of the reconstruction of destroyed
installations were resolved without a sufficient appraisal
of the consequences of nuclear strikes.

In questions of the combined use of the varAous types
of transport, serious shortcomings were tolerated during the
course of the exercise. During 17 to 19 July, there was
almost no transport of materiel by rail or road. Water
transport was not used for military transshipment in the
preparatory period of the operation. The motor transport
battalions attached to the rear area received no transport
tasks during the first two days of the preparatory period.

There was no unified plan embracing all types of transport.
This is a very great deficiency in the work of the froht"s
rear staff, especially of the new organ of military
communications.

-
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Now, when a new organization has been created, unit-
ing in its composition all types of communication,
one would have expected an examination of the question
of creating a road traffic-control area to indicate
all types of communication routes under a unified
control and dispatcher services for railss Well as
for water and motor vehicle:communications,

The proper,organixationof.the-supplytifeiSsile.
and other fuels:hailitoeCialYsignificancefor'theTSUCcess
of operations conducted by modern motorized rifle and
tank troops. The experience of the exercise Which has
been conducted provides the basis for some Comments on
these questions.

First of alL lt:shouldHhe noted that the two front
depots of speCialjneljsOetStOpliVO)Shichwere.:-
available:AdiefeetfUllYsatisWthe:reqUireMiU41:-..
operational .44fidienCY4n*pplyiig'the lieStle troops
and in synchronizing the work of all the4orcesandegnipment
of technical . iisSile gOippert. IThe.factiS'thatilf:the.
situation which valiHtakingshapei'the•mohiletedhnical.
repair bases of the ballistic 'missiles avviV,Ofthe
.independent technical battalions of antiaircraft guided
missiles were . dispersed at More than.ten'Oeint000416
the entire rear service area of the front. It does not
appear possible to organize the creation Of reserves and
the storage of missile fuel, ensuring their dispersal,
while taking into account such a quantity of consumers.
Therefore, the question of further perfection of the
system and of the organs for supplying missile fuels
arises.

The training of a specially formed front pipelaying
brigade was conducted in the background of Our operational
rear area exercise.

During the preparation of the operation, and during
its course, a 100 ma field main pipeline (magistralnyy
truboprovod) 600 kilometers in length was laid and put
into operation by this brigade. Eight hundred tons



of diesel fuel were actually fed through this main
line every day. The average rate attained in laying
the pipeline and putting it into operation was 72
kilometers. The experience obtained from the laying and
operating of a field main pipeline permits one to conclude
that transport by pipeline is a reliable means of
delivering fuel at great distances and ensures the
uninterrupted supply of fuel to the troops.

The medical support of the troops during the
exercise was carried out in accordance with a new
organization under which all work concerned 'with the
treatment of the wounded was concentrated at the
front's medical installations. This made it possible to
free an army of an unwieldy hospital base incorporating
50 to 60 hospitals and to relieve the army rear area
Considerably.

Some comments on the control of the operational rear 
area. In organizing the control of the rear area, it
lila' be kept in mind that a large quantity of the most
diverse special large units, units, and installations are
now used for the support of the troops and that certain
rear area groupings must be created from these, in
accordance with the plan of the operation being conducted.

The indisputability of this truth is acknowledged
by all, but in practice everyone is not always guided by
Lt. This is just what occurred during the exercise
which has been conducted. In spite of the fact that
_an operational rear area exercise was being conducted,
the front and army troop commanders nevertheless did
not pay proper attention to the direction of the rear
area. This was especially evident during the planning of
the operation. Can one not assign tasks to the rear
services for several days under modern conditions or,
worse still, not even inform one's awn rear organs of
the beginning of combat operations, like the commander
of the lit Army?

During the whole course of the exercise, the combined
arms staffs at all levels were unable to organize close
coordiation between the rear area support services or
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to organize mutual and timely information about the
situation with the rear service staff.

The rear area support services often operated with-
out intercommunication, lacking the necessary data
about the operational situation and wasting forces and
weapons pointlessly. Specifically, the combined-arms
staffs cannot be pardoned for having forgotten about
the questions of close coordination between the operations
of the rear service staffs and the organs of the missile
artillery.

Speaking of the combined-arms . staffs, I do not in
the least underestimate the faults of the control organs
of the rear service themselves for those omissions which
we witnessed during the exercise. It is high time that
all the organs of control of the rear services understood
that you cannot control the rear services with old methods
and that the operational 'factor is now acquiring great
significance in their work.

We have particular grievances against the rear staff
of the front (chief of staff, Colonel "V.I. Yuryeet).
The officers of this staff are not trained to evaluate
quickly and efficiently the operational and rear service
situation which is taking shape, and do not know how to
make a brief formulation of the baste idea of the
organization of the rear area or how to anticipate the
possible future development of the situation of the rear
area. The staff of the front's rear worked without
foresight, organized the coordination of the rear services
badly and, in fact, did not assume control of the operational
rear area.

All work directly concerned with control of the
operational rear area and with the solution of general
questions of the organization of the rear area must be
entrusted to the deputy commander of the rear area.
I emphasize this because during the exercise, few of
the deputy commanders understood their responsibilities
and rights properly and took on the. decision of general
questions regardidg !the organization of the operational
rear very timidly.
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First of all, it should be noted that many still
do not understand properly how to determine the composition
of rear area control points. The combined location at
the TPU of all the rear support services, irrespective
of their organic subordination, is called for by the
necessity for their continued and close coordination.

During the exercise, for some reason, the organs
of missile and artillery armament, tank armament, and
here and there even motor-tractor (avtotraktornaya)
services were located at command points. This weighed
down the command points and at the same time diverted
these services from combined work in the general system of
the organs of rear service support.

Much work must be done on the equipment of control
points with technical means for the mechanization of
the work of calculation and planning (schetnoplanovaya).
As the exercise showed, because of the complete absence
of these means, the officers of the rear control organs
spend up to 75 percent of all their working time accounting
and calculating, and are diverted from the solution of
operational questions in their service as a whole. During
the entire time, almost none of the generals and officers
of the control organs visited the troops being supported,
or even rear service Units and imtallations which had
actually been turned out for the exercise.

The support of missile troops with missiles, special 
charges Cspetszaffiaririd special fuel (spetstoplivo)
(Sketch 6). The exercise indicated clearly that the
timely support of missile units with missiles is one of
the principal questions with whose solution the commander
of a front and an army must primarily concern himself. It
is already time that we learned thoroughly that the
readiness of a front, of armies and of divisions for combat
operations, especially in the initial period of a war, is
determined primarily by the missile units, whose combat
efficiency, in their turn, is entirely dependent on the
missile technical units carrying out the assembly,
preparation, and delivery of missiles for launching.



In making a decision on an operation, it is necessary
to determine accurately the tasks of missile technical
support, indicating specifically when, how many, and
which missiles it is necessary to prepare and to deliver
to the missile brigades, regiments, and battalions. One
must also make a careful approach to an evaluation of the
capabilities of the units in the assembly of missiles
and to a definition of the time needed for their
preparation, to an evaluation of the deployment areas of
the missile technical units, and of the depots of missile
fuels, and also to the methods and measures for ensuring
the reliable delivery of missiles to the missile large
units and units.'

Questions of the support of the troops with .nuclear/
missile weapons are, as is well known, the direct
responsibility of the chief of the missile and artillery
armament.

In accordanee.sith,this 	 iserequired: to treceive
oftheejaidsile,trOops and

artillery and the chief of the WatrOope about the
quantity and timing for the delivery of the missiles to
the troops; to,coordinate,witWthe' rchief of the rear
the disposition areas of the missile technical units,
the unloading points for the missiles, the motor roads
for their transport, the order for the use of helicopters
for transport, and questions regarding the support of 1
missile-technical units with missile fuels.

In accordance with the instructions of the commander
of the front and the tasks of the missile units in the
operation, the chiefs of missile troops and artillery
and of the FVO troops must give timely instructions to the
chief of the missile and artillery armament on the
'transport of misailes and special charges, and also on
the timing for, the preparation and delivery of missiles
to each miesile unit.

On the basis of these instructions, the chief of
the missile and artillery armament works out plans for
the support of troops with missiles with nuclear and
chemical charges and with antiaircraft missiles.



Unfortunately, the questions of supporting missile
units with missiles were not resolved with such
consistency at the front. Initially, the functions of
planning and disposition, and the work of mobile technical
repair bases were taken on by the artillery staff of the
front, while the role of technical executint
was assigned to the staff (apparat) of the chief of
missile and artillery armament.

One cannot acknowledge as normal a situation in which
the chief of the missile troops and artillery of the
front takes over functions Which' are unusual " !oz./him,
concerned with the immediate direction of the work of
mobile technical repair bases,.' and including the technical
units which prepare antiaircraft missiles, virtually
eliminating the chief of missile artillery armament of
the front from this work.

For 24 hours, the chief of' the silisile ,troops and
front artillery and the chief of mizesile' artillerY armament
were unable to give the troOps even in`,orientation plan
for the delivery of missiles.

,
Despite repeated inquiries from the,arm	 about

the plans for missile delivery, the front . ' ,not provide
these pls.ns to the troops until-ithe vers■ beginning of
military operations. Just 'imukilnet. ,can 'armies Plan
combat operations if they de net-lOnow what nuclear weapons
they will have at their disposalt Certainly not. For this
reason, it is incomprehensible that the front was able to
distribute conventional artillery between the armies and
yet did not at the same time evolve a plan and the
procedure for the delivery of nuclear and chemical missiles
for the missile units subordinated,to armies suul fronts,
that 1r, of those weapons whiCh .)tre assigned the decisive
role in the destruction of the*Ite!zy 'in a future war.
Not to provide the armies with;Alsilles at the proper
tine means, essentially, tO clis-rutit. the operation and to
lay oneself open to a strike.' 'The trent confused armies
an,d units with contradictory ii3ornation on the delivery
of missiles for the operations . ' '
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One should not be carried away by the composition
of voluminous and complex plans for An extended period,
as happened in the 2nd Front, where the plan for providing
the troops with missiles was worked out for a week with
instructions for the delivery of missiles to armies- by
days and according to yield. Such planning is not
realistic. The delivery of missiles to the troops should
be planned for the firs t 	 3,daytand then, during
the course of the OperationomeShOiildlake operational

Hplans for each day's cieli*eryAleOeidingón-the situation
which has taken shape. 	 --

In the course of the exercise, we were forced into
a whole series of cases in wbich-tbeseelementary
requirements were not met.

• .Here Are several examples of . the-wayAn 'which the,
delivery of missiles was actually carried out,	 .	 ,

The 27th and 40th IndependemAssile;14attalions
of the 0th Army began. to move lorifili.41ting:44"eMsvat
2100 hours on 19 July„, while- V*.miss*100.;10eIbese
battalions were delivered by ths:AWHobil*Technical
Repair Base at 2200 hours at the former areas, where the
battalions no longer were In thia,same . army during
18 July, the planning of the transport of missiles from
the 4th Mobile Technical Repair Base was carried out from
an area where the base was not, in fact, located,
since the front had changed this area without informing
the army.

In the 1st Army, on the orders of the chief of missile
artillery armament of the army, an R-30 missile was
dispatched to the 28th Independent Missile Battalion at
0130 hours on 20 July and was delivered to the rendezvous
point at 0530 hours. However, the battalion was no
longer located there. The missile stayed at the
rendezvous point and was returned at 1400 hours. Thus,
for fourteen hours, the missile was traveling along
lateral roads, or standing at a rendezvous point without
concealment, and still never reached the battalion. Many
similar examples of such direction can be provided.

••••
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The control procedure (poryadok kontrolyt) in the
front and armies is not worked out, and it was not
carried out in the passage of each missile from the front
to the unit. The directorate (upravleniye) of missile
artillery armament of the front and of the armies did not
handle these questions well in this exercise.

In a number of cases, plans for the delivery
prepared (gotovaya) missiles to the units were unrealistic
since the condition' Of the routes,wnd their length, and
the regrouping of units and their locations at the moment
of arrival of the missiles-, were not properly taken into
account in their formulation. The directorate of
missile artillery armament of the front lacked data as
to when and on which route the detachments transporting
prepared missiles were proceeding to the units,.. on their
position or condition at a given moment, or on	 time
at which the missiles were handed over to the missile'
Without this data', one cannot speak of accurate preparation
or of the timely infliction of nuclear strikes.

/This once again confirms the need for reliable
communication between the chief of missile artillery:: -
armament and the missile technical units; without Which'

! timely and accurate support of the troops with niesilei
is inconceivable.

There were also many shortcomings in the organization
of the planning of movement by missile and missile-technical
units during the course of the operation.

As experience of the exercise indicates; the movement
of the missile and missile-technical units of a front can
be correctly planned when the movement plan is coordinated
between the operational control, the chief of the rear area,
and the chief of the front's engineer troops.

The siting areas for the front's brigades and for
the battalions of army missile brigades and the disposition
areas of the mobile technical repair bases, the routes for
the movement of these units and the routes for the transport
of missiles to missile units must be defined in the movement
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plan for the days of the operation. In all cases it is
necessary to choose the best routes for the missile and
missile-technical units.

The operational control of a front planning the
regrouping and thefarward movement of troops from the
depth must ensure that the selected siting areas and
disposition areas of missile-technical units and the routes
for their movement are not occupied by other troops and
organs of the rear area at the time for the movement of
these units through them.

The movement plan of missile and missile-technical
units must bs coordinated with the chief of the front's
engineer troops, in order that he can provide in his plan
for comprehensive support of the movement of the missile
and missile-technical unit* as regards the engineering
aspect.

In accordance with the plan for the movement of the
missile-technical units of a front to new areas, the chief
of the rear area must plan and ensure the distribution of
the front's depots of missile fuels and of their sections
in such a way that the missile-tochMioal units can organize
the receipt of this fuel in good time. Furthermore, be
must organize road support and regulation (dorozhnoye
obeapecheniye 1 regulirovaniYe).

If changes are made in the movement plan in the course o
an operation because of the situation, the chief of missile
artillery armament, the chief of the rear area, and the
chief of the front's engineer troops must be informed
immediately.

The commander and staff of a front, in preparing an
operation, must investigate these questions thoruughly in
all cases and must supervise their fulfilment.

The defects which have come to light in questions
of the organisation of support for missile large units and
units with missiles indicate that insufficient attention
was given to this important question by the chiefs of
missile troops, of the artillery and of the PV0 troops.

ARET



The single fact that, during the preparation for an
operation in the initial period of a war, in spite of the
availability at the mobile technical repair bases of a
sufficient quantity of assembled missiles, the front did
not deliver them to the missile units before their
movement forward to the siting areas, in itself testifies
to the lack of administrative ability of the front in so
important a question.

The control of the mobile technical repair bases
and of the transport (parkovyy) battalions at the 'beginning
of the exercise was accomplished through the front's
missile-technical base. As an examination has shown,
such a control plan did not respond to demands for the
rapid passing of orders to those who were to carry them
out.

'The control of the front's missile-technical base
act=x117 represented a transmission echelon of command
which delayed the handing-on of these orders. , It 'carried
out none of the planning of the work of the mobile technical
repair buses or of the transport battalion, since the tasks
of each of those subunits were determined by the chief of
the missile-artillery armament.

Thus, from the very beginning of the exercise, the
control of the front's missile-technical base represented an
intermediate element, and we were forced to liquidate it,
transferring all its functions of controlling units to the
chief of the front's missile-artillery armament. This
simplified control and reduced the time for handing down
tasks to those who were to perform them by more than
half (Sketch 12).

The preparation of missiles for the missile battalions
of motorized rifle and tank divisions was carried out by
the mobile technical repair bases operating in the zones
of the armies. These bases also carried out the preparation
of missiles for the army and front brigades. As the
exercise shoved, the availability of a combined mobile
technical repair base, operating in an army zone and
supporting it with all types of missiles with nuclear and
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chemical charges, ie*dvisable and justifies itself.
Additional consideration should beitivan to the
advisability otSettineep.meaee tO'esee1010-tetiga
missiles in the armies.

Questions of the transport the
disposition areas of mobile technical repaiiiiiies!Should
be considered. Zvidently .ve .shall ne'd 3 to 4 sections,
(otdeleniye) of missile fuel depots"and.we.Vril
use' front battalionsiler:the.tranSportof-iiec
locating	 at a
technicsl,reS	 "	 -

• words On tsiiie-techñical suppàrt:f or. the
antiairdraft:.;

.	 . The deficiencies 'which I have . indicated,eillt 14
to the suppoit;of..'4044sircraft missile units,- It,.. ,
• noted that . t	 ement.for.antioilictaft

' exceeds Vb.',frostSquir.ment for the !surf
surface"f itóiii.s in 04010,
This results	 features of tho ..
of antiaircraft	 ,,Productivity in tbá

	

of	 luilea baa a part	 great signif
' - --

hotualpOtk,Ofeisielle.4licheiOW
preparation ezsrcl
that their-prodedtOiti:CiirbS46004aSed::
the tochnOlogicalletoduction linst:**COH

Characteristic in this respect is the esenii*,,Ofthe
production lint : preparing an antiaircraft v4044401.
(senitnaya upraTlayssaya taketa - WI). ItlipetienCel'shOes
that by a slight indrease in the number of assemblies
and personnel, productivity cap be increased three-tines.

It is- necessary to work urgently on the question of
increasing the productivity of missile-technical units.
Sere we have Urge reserves.

All these organisatiopal questions at evidently
be resolved in conjunction with measures for the
perfection of the organisational and organic structure
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beg*, to clamor
'development

',theY

of all the organs controlling missile-technical units,
of the methods of organizing communications with these
units, and within thes) and of means for the improvement of
engineer support for the nissile-technical units and
for their escorts (okh.tana).

The air	 rear and the en	 t of cruise alt.:Bile
units	 0 re

""cesiwith' new 'aircraft and nissile
principles' of the use and the aetId8 of coubat Operations
have chsuiged, and consequently, theorganization4or, the
basing	 .-units and units,

that 	 the air
Tushino'dUring :AViation Day, the American
thatiS bad surpassed then by'•.many'. yearn
of ,•,,airCraft.._;,."This,clanor'.•dipserveclattant
say	 ;*17C4,03.*..th. the -11.8.A
has -displayed aviation equipment which th

Speik	 of'cour aviation
praised ,the'pilots and the
then isucaeas in the future qualitative
development of our%aviation.

At priient, aircraft represent the bss1.n means for
the neutralization of mobile and	 target..,
especially missile weapons. They amt. provide reliable
cover for tb.e troops and their uninterrupted support,
and also Amirry.aut:reconnaissance on behalf of the
troops.

or this, it is necessary that the rear -area of an
air army should be capable of building and restoring a
sufficient quantity of airfields to support extensive
maneuver by aircraft and their reheats( in good time,
given the modern rates of advance of the ground troops.

11.11. AFT

hey
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The decis ions of the arlY col:Baader and of .his,
deputy for the rear on quest ions of rear area -Orgaalaa

-tion and on the supply of materiel were bagiciily'Cori-ect
and corresponded to the conditions of the situation which
had been set up (Sketch 10):

An important defia ieadr is that, during the Planning
organizationtionosupport, f,or aViztioai*nd4or'the

I i4414440i hegaii*le
AO at,	 p,rea*91-1,-

analysis of the rear arsA4Situatiga' which,
the zone. of _the	 SiUmuisCidCitatiOae-

The... deputr::041.41002% .	 eft t.,*41"',14r.-1122,17.:',...rflir,,,,,,,;Major-
General 	 	

,
':.P.T.::.APUtriath. ,	 who lutt Jhip.:le	 of

. JA0100400.104OP:,.	 A	
a

)nAheAeft: .	 -.,.	 orivitae4 - -	 ,operation,
....:„ ,..„-.0,,,,,wH.

was, m 	
pr -

, . 	, .4, „,. 4i- , .
Awhich

thin	 alc	
-

	

k. an ...	 fi-,...:..1; ,
....‘e'	 . .* .

	

..k ,	 r,-,	 ,	 ,-,..	 .

	

true on ., 	Z.,..,;,	 .,,71,1,070-4
roãig

. ;.	 0% 	 43t- '&ill.*	 7' t,	 01*.	 ,..	 .	 .. 	, 	 ,.
th0"..:tiOg ...	 on-,	 t	 a', 	 '!.., 	 '. net ;:ilivoite,:d	 • verài yes
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' iiti.oguArds...ta.	 ,, UPPlisC.:, ,	 'iPlint
i

....,	 ..
agait the effedtei 3 O$.thivismay's mUcleai/niainile'etrikes._	 : , -,	 , ..	 _,.

The further perfection of the organization and equip-
ment of aviation-technical units suet be continued, .
proceeding from the _sip demand, which is for an increase
lit'their mobility, so that they are able to rebase then-
selves on now airfields, in one trip, at the sane time as
their air regiments and to work there at once and
without interruption.

During the exercise, special attention was given to
the resolution of questions of supporting air army units
with missile armamost, with the actual deployment of an
independent aviation engineer regiment and of an arny
depot of front cruise missiles.	 .. t

;Then



During the exercise, the delivery of four front cruise
missiles to the army depot and to the technical 'position of
the regiment was carried out.

Experience was gained in the organization of loading
and unloading work and in the trAnsport'of'miseiles by_	 .	 .	 .rail, by air,- and in vehicles'.,

1

Tb.ezercise
I. •• ,	 ,,,

permitted use
more proc Is. the organic organization of the army depots
of front7e*S' illegal°. and.CiI-ecidipment.,	 .
The'orgiii '0.S.' d'''Of ' It' depot must Slake -proWisiOn'lor -the

,	 d,17 v., — ••	 •

poesibim ' of ....illirj,	 .11,.

e
.„H‘balic subunits into two

parts ''	 ,acCoulitIth" •	
,	 s,	 ..

	deployment and the work
of the depot in tiro. positions 	 ut4b0.99e*Stion-

200
 • and; acre.	 a-c	 tin	 UDR/pial) main pipollaasto the delivorj ofaviation t sal to the

sections of the army POis depots, whiObbad moVed forward
on the pound, hecuevlibbrun

The antiaircraft defense of troops (8ketch 11).

During the =arcing+, the 2nd "front was opposed by an
enemy who was sufficiently strong in the air, having a
complement of nearly 1,000 =combat aircraft of tactical
aviation and 18 launching mounts for cruise missiles.
Apart from these resources, stratugic and carrier-borne
aviation could participate in the first mass strike against
the troops and the rear area of the front.

The front's antiaircraft defense had at its disposal
twenty-three antiaircraft missile regiments and battalions,
one battalion of special designation (.OPETSIAS), ton
antiaircraft artillery battalions, and two fighter aircraft
divisions. In addition, an antiaircraft missile brigade,
two antiaircraft missilso and three fighter aircraft, regiments
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of the 7th Army of the PV6 of 	 operatingrat ing
in the front zone. These forces.' permitted Abe',.:T;Oricaiiization
of a zonal PV0 system for the basicareas: 	 c1,2,thei,

troops were disposed and for the., ron• 	 .44Te:,:sct..,:tOwevek,
this was not done by the Chief' of:'the PVO Troops:', :i,f: the
Front, Major-General V.A. Yersolov	 .,,...ki...040Ai.on was
only corrected at the	 thOdirectinstaff, f,:and
by the. beginning of the operatioiik,eeter,Yiffir 	 )4-rout's
rear area was provided by sizjini ' ' '''aft . aiBS).10'...

, regisente,:end „battalione,...,..by..,,;.the..	 ' er/iairiation,f • .	 .
itioc:bi:.thilltii: 411ir.cit' ' '''"
antiaircraft,...Aefi*e .'9, strengthened
by :PRI. . liana,',.; covering-•f1tojOratiànai

	

..echelen , ,,Th	 troops the tro

	

.	 .	 .	 lieiCon'4nd.the ..

In,panning the operatic
been **keit Lite account
offensive, the P90
w1.11

stréraft defense
worked'-outflet*, reinforceasfl
of the front's roar area
offensive was 'sot provided

As the szerciso showed, 	 , control
of the combat operations of the s WeePeee
covering the disposition areal	 area installations,
presents particular difficulty. 'Toward the morning of
22 July, the majority of the antiaircraft missile units
subordinated to the front were iodated at a distance of
from 100 to 360 kilometers from the command point of the
ITO of the front. The chief of the front's PV0 troops
cannot control combat operations of these units at such
groat distances. The necossi.ty for micro thorough study
of this question arises from this.

During the *morels*, the coordination between the
MO troops of the 2nd trout and the formation of P90
troops of the country showed itself in the fact that up
to the *winning of the operatics the 7th Army of the PVO
of the Country conducted radarreebnealesanseof the air

reserves were covered
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enmity on behalf of the front and also partially covered
the troops and the important installations in the front's
rear area's.

The coordination between the front's PVO troops and
the fighter aviation: ofthe.: ,78th Air ,Army , during the
exercise was . carried.out: ,esSentially .;:by. distributing.

' their efforts through .-thezeaes of ioperations-. . Meanwhile,
with it 1111111 forces,. fighter :.aviatiOn'ydestroyed the air

pt.h .Auzd:oenegmY'4n
zones 'and.
,,(14
'front: - up to the tilling'
antiaircraft:: aiasile units
zones of duty in the sir•
of the 	 radius

inksof the front's offensive
 in the air:,

'v	 e)iithose;,,,mheid,,,:of;.the

Vor three of the four .
were located within the limits

.(radittl:porszhen-iya) of the anti-
aircraft missile units. covering the first operations

tiatioà	 Ion,2z

•1
a41	 od.:,411k

In Prviziiilis	 the Chief of the
PV0,troopl . :Of 'the' Ifroirt-ea*	 liblIsheent of •
oriitea **4*dir Avalanc•: AS1110,1-1141.4110170.,:itOat*. ,..04nre'

*radar poets,between ..so: and' 100 kiloiet•rs *may from the
national 'borders.. In the:'event of snowy destruction of
the radar posts of the NO of the Country, this would
not ensure the timely detection of air targets.

In order to check the smooth functioning of the combat
teams of the PTO cad points and in calculating the
requirements for illisslles &competition (roxygrysh) of
the air situation was coadacted. Seventy-four targets,
Bade up of nearly 250 aircraft, participated in the first
strike by the air essay. Only 21 targets, that is nearly
30 percent of this unbar of targets, were 'plotted
(provodit) by the command point of the front's PVO, while
She remainder went unnoticed. From 30 to 60 percent of
the targets were )plotted by the arnies. The worst plotting
of all vas done in the 4th Tank Army and the 6th Army.
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The transfer of Control by the 	 troops Zr be
command point to the alternate commandl.-ipointArns:::,
organized. In substance, there	 tritiMiTe nd,•

4..throughout the entire direction ofthe yOm
was no control of the.PITO troop's,:'tbeLP The e'Twas
no contact between the alternate • . Of 	 bland
the armies the situations of the antiaircraft
units P4 availability to then of 	 es
positions of radar. means . and their eituationswàé not
known to the officer's..

Sil?ineer supportT,o 
miss' e-ftechnica 
questions. of .engineersu
which are Of partkiiiiily:
viability of the operational 'rear
technical units; .were:,studied.,

The atomise showed that
completely inadequate- attention tO.'s„,
(ssrooltaniye)
aria' ,aa 0-ar
the preparatiOn'and*siintenanCeir#
of sateriel'andifor.i:tropaanuvs

Inr the course. of the ezer:O-,	 'iL`areas
of nissile-tecluiiCaVitnitS were'
incompletely. For exinpla, dui1ing. tbó1 psration of
the operation, the disposition. area . .øf the. 5th.ibbile
Technical Sepair Sase actually took a day and a half to
set up, while the disposition areas of the front's
technical base for guided antiaircraft missiles which
were actually in operation were completely unpreparedi in
the engineering respect. Furthermore, its technical 	 '-
battalion was located virtually in the opens although large
tracts of forest were available in its area.

The supply routes for nuclear charges and sissiles
from unloading stations and airfields and the delivery
of prepared antiaircraft !missiles from missile transport
subunits to siting areas passed along poor field roads
with bridges of small- load capacity and through populated
points. One could only be MILS ed that A., worst roade
were selected for the transport of missiles.
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Under all	 reliable -.protection for
personnel ... and.equiPseat.Y agatIst k -.''Sff6OPL°fA"gvldmass destruction suet be achieved in'41i0H010/Iesi:POSsible
period of tine after the arrival,of-adialle,teChaical
units isi:rear areas.- ToA*.,ease:At

course.:OLdevelopaent.0	 'COr,;.aavOeration,
pzêpare ñev dis PcSitieu areas

. , for , theaCia : argc	 0*,	 enentrof the
uCauct.,:thee:PreParntion

have. in
:sufficient for

ii.,,dispoSition, areas.
at it -is'advisable

es,
loser

The t$sk'COflsiat$.Of.:tr*1*j[thji*i$1t1e4eChflcal4
sad rear service	 .ta.sticiI1 lad cometsatlyYia
the ability	 dispOsition areas carefully,
using the properties of concealment offered by 	 terrain
and sulang use of authorized camouflage equipment. Camou-
flage units ) front (army) subunits, and the engineer depots
aunt possess anamfactured:duldwalsaili equipment with which
to set up false disposition areatef missile and missile-
technical units both during the preparation of the operation
end during its cairn,.

The road support Of an operation now acquires an
important role.

Unfortunately, this questionApas:not properly solved
during our exercise. Neither the'control of military
communications of the front, nor the corresponding sections
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of armies ndie the Staffs of the engineer troops accorded
proper significancate :. tba'orgenliation of a new type of
road support,' and the .colthined-arimi.l'staffa
theaselves from this weighty and important question.

	

.	 ,
. It should aleie.. ' he-neted that the *1XecratiO4 :0 .401eiifes

	

.	 ,
of river-crossing egniPment and bridgeOonstruCt ,
rapid restoration.. Of', river:: crossings in the isient?
•destruction ...u.a . ,,notIproVided fer. The ‘.r.eSnIt
thiriag the	 "•
against.,.the bridges, the ,crossingof ;:,tha:iihtepc

	

.	 ,	 ,ops and by'the rear services' of he front was

.,,•..

•On 21 July witli the aim of restoring river crossings
the commander,:.	 4roops of the 20 Trout decided .to.-, .

	

,	 ,	 .
.	 .	 .	 0	 t,	 ,-build four Undo . .tsr bri res., the Dnepr. The wOi.
of ::cosstruct	 ,	 thejialcili;.:
sector waa .1r41W-4;	 tii.:POntoOa
bad approached thS 	 from the depth
j was laid 'down	 bridges should-bourn ,, on	 . i, ' regiments
3at and,-,6th Armies, located,.;380to 400kilcmmt.rsmti
the Daspr,,. 	 t ie,:fór-iii construction --
other bridges:AO:the Chernin and Grebeni.,-"ireaa)
at which the bildgee islar-47".aThe reW linos:fixed
bears on 24 JOY " -	 '

As a result, the front's resources for ensuring 'the
lading forcing of the Vials were sharply decreased,
since only the pontoon briWreginents of the 4th Tank
Arm* and the 5th Combined Ares Army could be used for the
laying of floating bridges.

One suet consider that this decision to use pontoon
bridge units to restore the Dnepr crossings could have
brought about the frustration of the front's allocated
task of forcingthe Viola swiftly.

The lack of a plan by the staff of the front for road
support for the operation caused serious difficulties
in the organisation of support of the forward movement and
in the consitnent to battle of the 5th Aria, which had
been transferred to the 2nd Front.

41111110is\RET
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The protection of the front (army) ...s.rear4a net weapons 

of *ass destruc tion. In conditions when
and other weapons .of,...mass-getitrtictilin:,
protection of the operational rear, es
technical units", is the'-

nf
In the:i„ 4e.	 e

exercioeti*:::Afiii0V1
`0Pers4'A041:
' settingti#
result of thi
the'railrOad:,
of depots
at ter.
of
'00
O 5,
for all
Over
levels were' ix,
had to,*
and in Alit'
of -radiation

and	

ed

It vas necessary
contamination with radiation /evels of lore "than 100
roentgens per hour, which totalled 1500 square kilometers,
into other areas.

It should also be noted that the coatamimatioa of so
large an area, as a result of ground nuclear bursts, limit
the novemeat capabilities of the rear err..ns in the trout es
rear area.

The front's staff and the any staffs sdid set she •
euffieleetil deep analysis of the radiation situatilsahad built up and did not therefore undertake all the
measures' necessary to eliminate the soaseviesszes of nuclear
strikes and of radioactive ciontaminatiOa, to prevent the
re-irradiation of personnel and to restore the mullet
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..effeetiveness. of rear service units and installations.
. :A:CailiniatiOnof the7 :irradiation''doSeScIlustained''by-

.-personnel of the rear service units anil:.subunits,was not
organized by the rear staff of the front.	 . .

The experience of the exerci.iie once again confirmed

	

.	 .	 ..thati,in ,,the;„interests ot:proper.:.orgsum::„1Zation:; . ot the

,..proteatione.,troOpri,,	 ,.c of the organs 	 the rear4h",:;	 • , .	 ni..	 ...,..,	 • ....., 

	

-" ter-es	 ' 	 ' ely4nt,Oreut
 tolbi ttig..,	 '..rrit, 	 ic 	 ., '

area 
	 '	 '- situation,	 !SACO/Mat , .' 	 y • ' iiil. provide

....,,,,, --, ,,....,.. 	 .43,1, fall
tài,fsOf tbe- r front and

•	 1

submits
cónsià.ting

1•:,nttack.

egtieit4Stka).
'. with

a vleiw to isosasing their capsbflitJ. ,so tha'' .4Imij may
support -*iasil.-techaical units with SWUM . for special
treat:slept..

The transport of tanks on heavy-duty trailers. In the
course oz tire exercise tanks oZ the 39th -Tank neginent
vire actually transported QA heavy-deity trailers from the
Ovruch area to the Luba area and back, over a distance
W1---ore than 500 ki" ---fers. The loxperinent was conducted
with exploratory aims. The task of attaining high tactical
speeds of transport vas not imposed. It was envisaged that
the Operational, organizational, and technical capabilities
'of such a movement should be determined, with the aim of
conserving the motor transportation potentials (notoresurs)
of otmabat vehicles during a troop regrouping, which for
some reason cannets be carried out by rail in those areas
which are supported by road communications. The preliminary
conclusion; drawn from this experiment are as follows.

on '454v

4

et,f,

.14.11C314Y;;•._ notifying the great.
the radiation situation in

provided with ins truments for

Clear
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The transport of tanks over distances of 500 and more
kilometers provides an opportunity for considerable
economies in the motor transportation potentials of combat
vehicles. Here, the fact that a tank can be brought up
to designated areas with a complete unit of fire and with
a full load of fuel has great significance.

Additional equipment is not required on the tanks or
on the prime movers to load and unload the tanks, as the
exercise showed. A tank moves on to the trailer under
its own power and is also unloaded independently, and it
is made fast to the surface of a trailer with the trailer's
equipment. Special loading and . unloadinvnurfaces, are not
required.

In organizing the march of heavy-duty prime movers
carrying tanks, the routes should be carefully prepared,
taking into consideration the weight of the tank carrier, .
which is 61 tops in all, And the large turn radius which is
13 to 14 meters. The movement of the vehicle conveys
(evtoPoIend) must be Supported by movement, support detach-
ments. They must be allocated the additiOisl tasks of
reinforcing and widening bridges and of preparing turn-offe
(syezd) from the roads for halts and for the unloading of
tanks.

The march speeds of the vehicle convoys during this
exercise were 30 to 40 kilometers per hour on au asphalt
highway, 20 to 25 kilometers per hour on a hard (ukatannaya)
earth road, and 8 to 12 kilometers per hour on protracted
ascents with gradients of 10 to 12 degrees.•

The low speeds of movement of the vehicle convoys
during this exercise can 'be principally attributed to
lack of experience in the organization of such transports,
to weak engineer intelligence, to poor preparation of routes,
and to the inadequacy of the forces of the movement support
detachments. In principle, these speeds can be higher.

The experience of transporting tanks yielded positive
results 'which should be used in the course of combat and
operational training in order to prepare our tank large
units and units.	 _
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The chief of the tank troops and the chief of the Central
Aliatorn Tractor Directorate should work out and present
their proposals on this question to the Main Staff of the
Ground .Troops on the basis of the experience of the
exercises conducted.

Party-political work during the exercise. The command
of the district and of the armies, the political control,
the political organs, and the party-Political apparat of
the troops involved in the exercise devoted considerable
work to preparing Personnel for the exercise. All party-

' polit i.oxl.work rae ‘ conduoted with the aim of supporting
the basic questions being resolved in the course of the
exercise. The political organs and the party political
apparat organized specific work in the commands, staffs,-
large units, and units directed towards ensuring the
qualitative accomplishment of the tasks assigned. Ttb..
party and komsomol organizations mobilized the personmal
for the best fulfilment of their responsibilities.

It should be noted that an absolute majority of the
personnel taking part in the exercise regarded the ful-
filment of the obligations placed upon them conscientiously
and with great exertion. No emses of improper behavior
toward the local population or of other misdemeanors
were noted among the district troops throughout the exercise.

As regards the work of the front's political control
and of the political sections of the armies during the
exercise, they still paid insufficient attention to the
activities of the rear area.and had only a weak influence
on their operations. Apparently, they do not know the
rear area sufficiently well themse/ves. During the exercise,
moreover, serious defects in the organization of the work
of motor transport units and subunits were not avoided; not
all the drivers were included in educational training. It
ems no coincidence that oases of combat equipment lagging
behind on marches and of accidents to vehicles involving
personal injuries were recorded.

Individual cases of poor work by supply service
officers in organizing the feeding of personnel also took
place, and led to irregularities and to the tardy distribution



of products to ainumber.of subunits.

On the whole, party-political work was conducted..
purposefully during the exercise and helped the participants
to perform their practical taSkS.

*

Before ending my critique , ',would like to note that
the commander of the front, Colonel-General of Tank Troops
Comrade A.L. Getman, and the ,district apparatus (okillzhndY
apparat) did much work on the preparation of the exercise
and of the troops taking part twit.

During the exercise Colonel-General of the Tank Troops
Conrad. Getman displayed an adequate understanding of, a
modern OMT—Insve‘cperation and of the role of nuclear/missile
weapons and of other,wezpons,oUnaes destruction: but the
revelation of defects durinethe„;exercise maketAt4nCiimbent
upon his to 00duprbimieli'more = aeriously with-the4tudy and
master/ of questions of the practical application and, use
of missile troops aid also of tbs-organization of rear service
support of modern operations.. He !lust train his officers,
generals, and staffs thoroughlvie'the reliable control of
the rear in support of any °Par/Aida.

It i.e necessary for the chief of staff of the front,
Lieutenant-General X.K. Volodln, to master the new scale of
work more rapidly, to study the modern means of combat
thoroughly, to examine the organization of the modern front
and army rear areas more seriously, to give more help to the
commander, and to provide the staff with a leading role in
questions of the organization of control of troops and of
their materiel and technical support.

Tho deputy commander of troops of the front's rear,
Lieutenant-General V.I. Moro', although he has been in
this position for two years, has still not acquired the
necessary experience in organizing and planning the work
of the front's operational rear area and displayed indecision
in his work and in his direction of subordinates. He did
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not give the requisite attention to the organization or
to the thorough support of missile troops and missile-
technical units.

,'On the Whole, the district and army apparatus taking
part in the exercise, in spite of the many errors which
they committed, worked most strenuously and conscientiously,
gained solid experience And skills in Organizing the
work of the reararea,:redognized the complete and direct
dependence of the successof an operation on the proper,
timely,and_un*nterrupted materiel and technical support of
the:IrOoPe!OCbi;:tbeir eerk-A)roVided'al l of us with
the:oppOrtianityjorpracticalstudyOf the tasks which .
were-allOtiedbefOreYtheelercise.

In conclusion, I would like to note the great and
fruitful work carried out by the directing staff, headed
by General of the Army Comrade M.N. Popov, and also by
Colonel-General Comrade r,K. ihasshini:Colonel-Goneral
of Aviation P.P..Polynin, General of the ,Army Comrade
P.A. , Kurochkinand:,buall , the intermediary apparatus.
which ensured the instructive condUct-'9tao'complex'as
loterete4.

Permit us, on our Joint behalf, 'co thank the Commander
of the Troops Of the Carpathian Military District, Colonel-
General of Tank Troops Comrade Audrey Lavrentyevich Getman,
for his attentive regard and for the care he has shown
to all of us as participants in the exercise and for the
great work he has done in supporting tho exercise as a whole.

CoirsAddbs:

The front unilateral, two stage, operational-rear exer-
cise which has been conducted, has permitted us to give
practical study to a number of important questions concerning
the arrangement and work of the modern rear area of a front
and of armies, especially to the missile-technical support
of troqp combat operations in the first operation of the
initial period of a war.



This exercise also permitted us to study, to a certain
degree, questions of the control of a front and army rear.

In the course of the exercise, much valuable material
on these questions has been amassed; this should be. examined
thoroughly and in the near future it should be turned into
a fuller collation and implemented in t series of practical
organizational measures.

Together with this, .a whOleseries of grave 4eficiences
came to light during the exercise, 	 that some
responsible chiefs and their-sUhetd4atee have 'a low level
of operational-rear traininel„.andietk/nowledge of the
modern rear and that they do not know how to organize its
arrangement and uninterrupted work specifically in support
of the troops under the Conditions involved in the conduct
of modern combat operations.

The exercise also showed that the command and staff
of the front and the exaY commanders and their staffs do
not concern themselves enoogb,eith stud,' of questions ofthe rear, do not direct its work specifically, and do not
organize close coordination between the chiefs of arms of
trool:e and services of the front :aid of the armies and the
chiefs ,of the rear services and their staffs.

The deficiencies which have been revealed in the
direction of the rear area cannot be tolerated. They must
be decisively eliminated. Each general and officer at the
rear services, the commanders and their staffs, must make
a systematic improvement in their operational-rear training
and in their practical skills in directing the rear area.

Despite the fact that this was a special rear exercise,
a number of operational questions connected with the
organization and conduct of the first offensive operation
of a front and an army in the initial period of a war were
also noted.

In the process of deciding operational questions, the
generals and officers broadened their knowledge and
experience in organising and donducting modern operations.



In addition, a number of major shortcomings in the
work of generals, officers, and staffs were also revealed
in their solution of operational questions, especially of
those connected with the use of missile troops and with the
application of nuclear weapons. These shortcomings indicate
that some generals and officers still do not concern them-
selves systematically with the completion of their
operational training.

The commander of the troops of the Carpathian Military
District and the army commanders must pay serious attention
to the shortcomings in the training of generals, officers,
and staffs on the questiims regarding operational prepara-
tions which have been mentioned and must eliminate them
in the shortest period of time.

The chiefs of the rear, of missile troops and of
artillery and of the missile-artillery armament of other
districts who attended the exercise must understand that
the defects which have been indicated also apply fully to
then; they must draw the proper conclusions from this
exercise, and they must switch immediately to the study of
the many unclear and weakly resolved questions concerning
the organization of the rear area.

On the results of the exercise, one can draw the general
conclusion that it yes, on the whole, instructive and useful
for all those taking part. Its experience of the exercise
will permit the necessary conclusions on improving the organs
of the operational rear of a front and of armies to be drawn,
so that the solution of a number of most important questions
on the organization and arrangement of the modern rear
area may be more soundly resolved.

Comrades'.

Approximately three months remain before the opening of
the XXII Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.
The whole Soviet people is seized with creative enthusiasm
and is striving to approach this significant event in the
life of the Party and of the nation with new achievements in
the fulfilment of the Deven4ear Plan .
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Permit me to express my confidence that the personnel
of the Ground Troops and of the Carpathian Military District
will apply all its strength and knowledge to a further
increase in the level of combat preparations and combat
readiness and, together with the whole Soviet people, will
give a worthy welcome to the XXII Congress of our own
native Communist Party.
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A

adib	 lighter-bomber aviation
divisice

Army tank-destroyer
axtillaxy retg;lisent

aiptap

Army

*Artillery

Atonic

Artillery d.17filliC12

NOM: The following are expansions of abbreviations Which appear on the sketches.
Those items narked with an asterisk were not expanded in the text and therefore
are subject to error.

CYRILLIC

A

"A4

a.n

anas6

asoran

aK

(AM)

ana6p	 apebr	 +Vey field.'artillery-brigede

apdp	 arti	 Are, missile briefs&

aPng	 arpd	 Army ideally transport
battalion

IR]	 *Vehicle

asespad	 asenrab IC'	 Army antiaircraft missile
brigade type "i"

tekp

brtd

iff

*Armored Cavalry ilagimant

Armored division

%armored



Copy Bo.
-ak-

aMak. V D 

CTRILLIC
	 TRANSIMERATICI	 =BAUM'

V

Hospital' base

*Field artillery grow ansdstoot"

Division

avision

Battalion

Beare baing . brought up
to strength

Irr

BA.

BAA

Air arty

Airbccne division

Military Hospital Base

VA

vdd

VOB

VCSO

itoptamur

rpna

A

A143



apt* st briaurrkt‘p

3/CY

Antiaircraft adaaile r■gineats
type "A"

4--	 Antiaircraft

•iptibr

tion.>eanon

NEW

k D-8

x wax 19.7
	 Sakh 1947

x 6.00 1-9-7
	 k 6.00 19.7

x
	 k utra

Corporal

By the eth clay

. By the end at' 19 Jay

o600 19 "17

Coriond poet

By the morning at...
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otak

otd. (IPS)

otir
otpb

ocx0

°Tait

OTX. ME)

OTTI)
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ZINIONOS*1.200
%Malian

ZOttermiletst	 battalion

Independect nissila■teetniael
bride

lodgments** special bride, bridle4.

nadiepeodient bairrs iirtillary eons

flaction or Abbil•trant base

•Zadapaadant tank gictia

Zadependaut pipelaying bawds
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